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ENGADINE DRAGONS CRICKET CLUB INC. 
 
 

46TH ANNUAL REPORT AND YEAR BOOK 
 
 
 
 
 

2004/2005 Season Presentation Nights 
 

JUNIOR 
Heathcote High School Auditorium 

 
Friday 20TH MAY 2005 

 
SENIOR 

Engadine RSL Club 
 

Saturday 21ST MAY 2005 
 

 
 

We invite you to join with the Management Committee, the members and the players of the Club, and 
our sponsors in sharing this report with us. We thank all those who have contributed to its compilation 
and production. It gives us great pleasure to support all those who play this fine Australian sport and 
hope that through our efforts we can promote not only the game but encourage the participation of local 
residents and children to be part of our Club. 

 
The Management Committee. 
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2004/2005 COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 
 

EXECUTIVE 
 

President:  Gordon Scott 
 
Vice President:  Colin Berry   
 
Secretary:  Ian Latham     
 
Treasurer & 
Public Officer:  John Carlisle 

 
MANAGEMENT 

 
Assistant Secretary    Assistant Secretary 
Junior & Intermediate: Peter Ward  Senior:   Allan Lofthouse 
 
Minutes      Publicity 
Secretary:  Steve Jones  Officer:   Bob Price 
 
Property 
Officers:  Brad Moreland (Equipment) Bill Knowles (Uniforms) 
 
Coaching      Promotions & 
Coordinator:  Stuart Slack  Advertising Officer: Robbie Knight 
 
Development     Special 
Officer:   Tony Gleeson  Projects Officer:  Harry Robbins 
 

SUB-COMMITTEE & REPRESENTATIVES 
 

Anzac Youth & Recreation Centre 
527 Committee Delegates:    Ken Tever & Bob Price 
        
Sutherland Shire Junior Cricket 
Association Inc Delegates:    Ian Latham & Peter Ward 
        
Sutherland Shire Cricket  
Association Delegates:     Allan Lofthouse & Colin Berry 
       
Newsletter Co-ordination 
& Publication:      Bob Price, Ken & Val Tever 
 
Web Master:      Ken Newman 
        

We are grateful to the following sponsors who supported our Club: 
 

CLUB SPONSORS 
 

COSMO LIGHTING 
 
ENGADINE RSL & CITIZENS CLUB LTD 
 
SUTHERLAND CREDIT UNION 
 
VIDEO EZY ENGADINE 
 
ENGADINE FAMILY TAVERN 
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HONOUR ROLL 

 
 

LIFE MEMBERS 
 

Barry McManus (1966) (Dec’d)    Bob Vannan (1994) 
Harry Robbins asm (1978)     Russ Waddell asm (1996) 
Ray Noakes (1980) (Dec’d)     Bill Knowles (1998) 
Col Keenan (1982)     Bob Price (1999) 
Mike Fordyce (1984)     Greg Heffernan (1999) 
Alf Lemmon (1985)     John Carlisle (2002) 
Clem Heffernan (1992)     Ian Latham (2003)  
Val Tever (1994)      Drew Lake (2004) 
Ken Tever (1994) 

 
SUTHERLAND GRADE CLUB 2004/2005 

 
James Bills  Brett Bullock   Jay Davis James Gardner 
Braiden Gilbert  Brett Johnson  Ryan Shepherd 

 
ST. GEORGE-SUTHERLAND SLAYERS 2004/2005 

 
Kate Heath  Alex Rolleston  Caryn-Lee Rolleston 
Kelly Rolleston  Victoria Meyer  Amy Watson  

  
OTHER GRADE CLUBS 2004/2005 

 
Daniel McLauchlan (St. George)  Tim Cutler (Easts)  

 
REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS 2004/2005 

 
Weblin Shield   Moore Shield   Gee Shield 

 Greg Ings   Bryce Daenell   Ryan Marlow 
     Andrew Herne   Sam Newman 
     Andrew Jones   Mark Rice 
     Ben Marciante   Adam Smith 
     Daniel Ward 

       
     Under 10 
Cawsey Shield Creak Shield   Development Squad 
Nathan Loder   Liam Herne   Nick Chamberlain 
        Rhys Marlow 
 
Goulder Shield   Presidents U/14   Emerging Blues 
 Kelly Rolleston (Capt.)  Jordan Duncan   Ben Marciante 
    Andrew Herne   Kelly Rolleston 
 
PSSA Sydney East  CHSSA Sydney East 
Sam Newman   Caryn-Lee Rolleston 
Mark Rice   Kelly Rolleston 

 
SSJCA & SSCA COMPETITION HONOURS 2004/2005 

 
MINOR PREMIERS 

 
B4 Team, 16B Team & 14A Team 

 
PREMIERS 

 
B4 Team, 16B Team, 16C Team, 14A Team, 14B Team & 12B Team 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 
What a fantastic season 2004-05 turned out to be. Some of the highlights included: 
 
1. Winning the Junior Club Championship for the ninth time 
2. Six finals contested - six premierships - B4, 12B, 14A, 14B, 16B and 16C 
3. The celebrations back at Anzac after the Finals. What a turnout! 
4. Our own clubhouse and indoor practice facility 
5. Two under 8 teams (the basis of our future as a club) 
6. Increase in the number of sponsors providing support both in cash and in-kind 
7. Another great response to our annual fundraising raffle 
8. Excellent media coverage in the Engadine District News 
9. Continuation of the Bradman Scholarship 
10. A very hard working and dedicated Management Committee 
11. Excellent and enthusiastic coaches and managers for all our junior teams 
12. Our first female coach – Nicole Dowd, coach of 10C 
 
Congratulations to our six Premiership teams and to all the junior teams on their 
tremendous performance in winning the SSJCA Club Championship. 
 
Our annual raffle was again an outstanding success raising much-needed funds for 
such things as cricket equipment and annual trophies for our presentation night. 
Thanks to Bob Price for again doing all the organising. Unfortunately our other 
proposed fundraiser, the sportsman dinner, had to be cancelled at the last minute due 
to the lack of response. The Management Committee will look at all the responses to 
our survey with a view to arranging a different type of function for next year. 
 
I’m sure everyone would agree it has been very pleasing to see the Engadine District 
News publishing regular reports on club and team achievements. How good was it to 
get on pages 1 and 2 in early March following our historic six premierships. All this 
media exposure comes about by the fantastic effort from one of our true club stalwarts 
Tony Gleeson. Thanks very much Tony for you contribution and time spent in 
preparing the supplements (you should have been a journo) and also for your work 
you have undertaken in our clubhouse. 
  
We are very fortunate to have a lot of dedicated people working for our club. I would 
like to convey a special thanks to Ian Latham for the work he has done in organising 
and setting out photographs and trophies in the clubhouse.  
 
I also extend a big thank you to all our Coaches and Managers for their fantastic 
efforts and commitment to all our junior teams. 
 
A club cannot function without a first class Committee. To all members of the 
Management Committee a big thank you also for your involvement, support and 
enthusiasm to the ideals of the club throughout the past year.  
 
Lastly, special thanks to all the players, parents, grand parents, friends and sponsors 
who are associated with or support our great club. I said this last year and will 
continue saying it into the future……”We are a club that aims to teach players to 
enjoy this great game and to play it in a positive, fair and honest way”.  
 
Gordon Scott 
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 

 
The 2004/2005 season was greeted with the worst registrations numbers for the past ten years. Despite 
all the pre-season advertising and promotion the Club only managed to register 100 junior players 
forming nine teams, 6 fewer players and one less team than we fielded in the previous season. On a 
more positive note we attracted enough youngsters to form two under eight sides, which will give us a 
great platform to build on for the future.  
 
In a complete contrast to the declining trend in the juniors our senior ranks swelled for the fifth 
consecutive year from seven teams made up of 103 players to an amazing eight teams made up of 118 
players. It was again pleasing to see a large number of last season’s juniors graduating into the senior 
teams as well as a number of ex-Dragons returning to the Club.  
 
On the field our juniors tasted their greatest success in 46 seasons with five of the seven competition 
teams qualifying for their respective finals and the Club winning the SSJCA Club Championship for 
the ninth time. March 5, 2005 saw the Club snare a record five junior Premierships with the 
celebrations at Anzac going well into the night. Congratulations to our Premiers: - the 16B and 14A 
(Minor Premiers), 16C, 14B and 12B teams. Of our other two competition teams, the 14D side battled 
hard all season displaying some great performances and coming home like a train to finish in third spot. 
The mighty 10C team had a great learning year thanks to the capable coaching of Nicole Dowd. Round 
ten saw them bring home the bacon with a magnificent victory over Bosco to help secure the Club 
Championship. Our two under eight sides both performed with a great level of skill for their age and 
showed real promise thanks to the efforts of their coach’s Anthony Marciante and Michael Smith. 
 
Whilst not setting the world on fire our seniors competed quite well under the circumstances. With a 
number of the teams being over graded, combined with a large spread of younger players throughout 
the ranks most sides showed potential and will improve in the coming seasons with the experience 
gained. Congratulations to our B4 side captained by none other than Stuart Slack. This team made up 
our younger brigade plus the experience of a few veterans (sorry Rob & Greg) had a great season 
finishing as undefeated Minor Premiers and Premiers. 
 
Yet again, the Club figured prominently at the representative level with fifteen junior players being 
selected to represent the Sutherland Shire in the NSWDCA Competition. In addition Kelly Rolleston 
was selected as captain of the St. George Goulder Shield team as well as being selected in the 
Emerging Blues and in the CHSSA Sydney East team with sister Caryn Lee. We also had a large 
number of Representative Officials with Dennis Pendergast (coach) & Harry Robbins (ass-coach) 
Moore Shield, Ken Newman (manager) Gee Shield, Brad Loder (manager) Cawsey Shield and Tony 
Gleeson (coach) & Robbie Knight (ass-coach) Creak Shield. Congratulations to all. 
 
The off-season saw the completion of our Clubroom at Anzac Oval giving the Dragon’s not only a 
place to meet but also an excellent training facility. The room is now starting to reflect the great history 
of our Club with premiership team photos, honour boards, memorabilia and trophies adorning the 
walls. The bowling machine ran red hot all season with the room being used both day and night. Not 
only did our players benefit, SSJCA Representative teams, the Creak, Cawsey, Gee and the Moore 
Shield sides all used the facility throughout the year. Many thanks must go to Tony Gleeson whose 
enthusiasm and hard work contributed to the success of this project. 
 
On the financial side of things we were again well supported by our old faithfuls, Engadine R.S.L. & 
Citizens Club, Cosmo Lighting and Sutherland Credit Union. Thanks to Robbie Knight we were able to 
secure two new team sponsors Engadine Family Tavern (A1 Team) and Video Ezy Engadine (B3 & B4 
Teams). Robbie also drummed up the support of a number of local businesses that advertised in our 
Newsletter throughout the year. Please support all these businesses as they have supported us. We 
didn’t have a Trivia Night this season so we relied heavily on Bob Price’s Club Raffle. As usual he 
didn’t let us down with a new record for ticket sales (it was a Shark’s Shirt), thank you to Bob and to 
all the members and players that bought tickets. 
 
Thank you to all the Committee for your support and work this season, it is a pleasure to work with you 
all. Special thanks go to Tony Gleeson (the Phantom) for his entertaining reports in the Engadine 
District News and Ken Newman for the hours of work he has put into setting up and maintaining our 
own Club web site. Thank you to all the parents, relatives and friends who gave great support and 
encouragement to the players during the year. Last but not least, thank you to all our players and good 
luck to all our juniors who have played their last season of junior cricket, hope to see you in the senior 
ranks next year. 
 
Ian Latham 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 

 
It has been a privilege to be treasurer of such a progressive club. This year most funds were 
paid promptly ensuring that we were able to meet all costs including the cost of our new 
clubroom. 
 
We have been very successful being Club Champions and also winning six premierships! 
What a great achievement! Congratulations to all! 
 
John Carlisle 
 
 
 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS - 2003/04 SEASON 
   
 RECEIPTS      $ 
 Playing Fees 19,730.00 
 Advertising 2,600.00 
 Donations 4,250.00 
 Raffles 2,737.00 
 Trivia Night 1,620.00 
 Interest 270.00 
 Total Receipts 31,207.00 
   
  31,207.00 
 PAYMENTS  
 Association Fees (Junior and Senior) 8,603.00 
 Umpires Fees 2,480.00 
 Balls and Equipment 4,810.00 
 Presentation Nights 1,710.00 
 Bradman Scholarship 780.00 
 Photocopier/Printer 4,525.00 
 Caps, Badges, T-shirts 979.00 
 Publicity/stationery 2,228.00 
 Other Expenses 3,034.00 
 Total Payments 29,149.00 
 Nett Profit 2,058.00 
  31,207.00 
   
 Funds at bank as at 3/6/04 8,380.23 

 
 
 
 
 

  “TRIBUTE BOX” 
 
Throughout this Yearbook you will see “TRIBUTE” Boxes signifying a 
job well done. We ask you to note these businesses and people for the 
invaluable contributions they have made to our Club. 
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PERPETUAL TROPHIES AND AWARDS CRITERIA 

2004/2005 SEASON 
Note:  

• The Management Committee reserves the right to withhold the allocation of any award where 
in its assessment the criteria have not been met or for any other valid reason.  

• Where the assessment of the award calls for nominations, all such nominations must be in 
writing, with reasons in support. Nominations must be forwarded to be in the hands of the 
Secretary or Assistant Secretary by no later than two weeks after the date of the final last 
played or any other such date as the Committee may announce or publish. 

• In the absence of nominations the Management Committee shall consider the merits of each 
award and may determine a recipient on its knowledge of the available candidates. 

• The Management Committee may make any special award it sees fit to acknowledge special 
circumstances or to provide encouragement.  

• All considerations of the Management Committee and/or the Executive are confidential. 
Neither body shall be required to give reasons for the acceptance or rejection of any 
nomination. 

 
GENERAL CRITERIA: 
 
To provide a measure of objectivity and consistency throughout all levels of the Club for the 
determination of performance awards, the following criteria shall apply uniformly: Where a bowler is 
competing with a batsman and/or wicket keeper for a Club honour, the following system shall apply: 
   

• For each 10 runs scored: -  1 point 
• For each wicket taken: -  1 point 
• For each catch/stumping made: - 1 point 

 
Where two batsmen or two bowlers are vying for an honour/award the Management Committee will 
take into account the ratio of runs to innings, and/or wickets to overs noting the strike and economy 
rates and in each instance make judgment based on its assessment of all circumstances. 
The above may also be used for determining “All-rounders” but with respect to the junior, intermediate 
and senior divisions it is to be read in conjunction with the criteria specified. 
 
INDIVIDUAL TEAM AWARDS:  
(Personal Trophies) 
 
Junior and Intermediate Divisions: For all junior and intermediate teams engaged in SSJCA 
competition cricket there will be four awards presented. One for batting and one for bowling plus two 
others to be nominated by the Team Management (Coach and Manager). The Coach and Manager may 
recommend two awards from the following four categories;- Most Improved Player, Most Consistent 
Player, Team Player and Best Fielder. For Batting, and Bowling the award will be based on the highest 
aggregates derived from the official Scorebooks. Aggregates include both innings but exclude finals. In 
the case of more than one player sharing the highest aggregate the player with the highest average will 
be awarded the trophy. No one person may win more than one of the above awards. 
 
In addition, consideration will be given by the Management Committee to recognizing “all rounder” 
skills where the efforts of an individual player provide justification for an All-rounder award. As a 
guide, within the Junior Division, minimum 100 runs scored and 10 wickets taken (wicket keeper a 
minimum 7 catches/stumpings). Intermediate Division, minimum 150 runs scored and 15 wickets taken 
(wicket keeper a minimum 10 catches/stumpings). All awards shall be based on aggregates and be 
inclusive of first and second innings but exclusive of finals. The Management Committee will look at 
situations that parallel these performance levels and take such efforts into account.   
 
Senior Division: To each team there shall be available awards for batting, bowling, and, where earned, 
All-rounder. For Batting, and Bowling the award will be based on the highest aggregates derived from 
the official Scorebooks. Aggregates include both innings but exclude finals. In the case of more than 
one player sharing the highest aggregate the player with the highest average will be awarded the 
trophy. To qualify as an All-rounder the recipient must have achieved in the season, no less than 200 
runs scored and 20 wickets taken (wicket keeper a minimum 15 catches/stumpings). A player who 
represents the club in more than one team shall have all efforts credited. All awards shall be based on 
aggregates and be inclusive of first and second innings but exclusive of finals. 
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JUNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE DIVISIONS PERFORMANCE AWARDS:  
(Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Six (6) trophies awarded. 
 

Batting Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who scores the most runs in the 
season. There is no weighting for grade. The most runs will be the aggregate of all runs credited to the 
batsman as shown in the official score book and shall be inclusive of first and second innings. Runs 
scored in finals shall be excluded. 
 

Bowling Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who takes the greatest number 
of wickets in the season. There is no weighting for grade. The greatest number of wickets will be the 
aggregate of all wickets credited to the bowler as shown in the official score book and shall be 
inclusive of first and second innings. Wickets taken in finals shall be excluded. 
 

Wicket Keeping Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who as the 
wicketkeeper is credited with the greatest number of dismissals in the season. There is no weighting for 
grade. The greatest number of dismissals will include all catches and stumpings credited to the keeper 
as shown in the official score book and shall be inclusive of first and second innings. Finals shall be 
excluded. In the event of two keepers or more having an identical tally, byes but not leg byes shall be 
taken into account and the award made to the keeper with the lowest number of byes. 
 
Note: In all cases above, in the event of a tied aggregate, the award will be determined on average. 
 

SENIOR DIVISION PERFORMANCE AWARDS: 
(Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Three (3) trophies awarded. 
 

Batting Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who scores the most runs in the 
season. There is no weighting for grade. The most runs will be the aggregate of all runs credited to the 
batsman as shown in the official score book and shall be inclusive of first and second innings. Runs 
scored in finals shall be excluded. 
 

Bowling Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who takes the greatest number 
of wickets in the season. There is no weighting for grade. The greatest number of wickets will be the 
aggregate of all wickets credited to the bowler as shown in the official score book and shall be 
inclusive of first and second innings. Wickets taken in finals shall be excluded. 
 

Wicket Keeping Award: Shall go to the player within the Division nominated who as the 
wicketkeeper is credited with the greatest number of dismissals in the season. There is no weighting for 
grade. The greatest number of dismissals will include all catches and stumpings credited to the keeper 
as shown in the official score book and shall be inclusive of first and second innings. Finals shall be 
excluded. In the event of two keepers or more having an identical tally, byes but not leg byes shall be 
taken into account and the award made to the keeper with the lowest number of byes. 
 
Note: In all cases above, in the event of a tied aggregate, the award will be determined on average. 
 

SPECIAL CLUB AWARDS: 
Senior Club Champion: (Perpetual trophy & personal trophy). 
Determined by the Management Committee. Derived from an examination of the Scorebooks. Awarded 
to the most outstanding senior cricketer in the club who, through efforts with bat or ball has proved 
competitive at the higher levels of the SSCA Competition. In determining the merits of a batsman 
relative to a bowler (or wicket keeper) for the purpose of assessing this award the general criteria set 
above shall apply. While first and second innings shall count, finals will be excluded. 
 
Club Champion (Junior and Intermediate divisions): (Perpetual trophy & personal trophy). 
Determined by the Management Committee. Derived from an examination of the Scorebooks. Awarded 
to the most outstanding cricketer in either the junior or intermediate divisions, who through efforts with 
bat or ball has proved him/herself competitive at the higher levels (A or B Grade) of the SSJCA 
Competition. In determining the merits of a batsman relative to a bowler (or wicket keeper) for the 
purpose of assessing this award the general criteria set above shall apply. While first and second 
innings shall count, finals will be excluded. 
 

Club All Rounder (Junior and Intermediate divisions): (Perpetual trophy & personal trophy). 
Determined by the Management Committee. Derived from an examination of the scorebooks. Awarded 
to the most outstanding all round performance in either the Junior or Intermediate Divisions. As a guide 
a minimum of 150 runs scored and 15 wickets taken (wicket keeper a minimum 10 catches/stumpings). 
In the event of a bowler/wicketkeeper qualifying the standard is set as a combination of wickets 
taken/wicket keeping catches/stumpings equalling a minimum of 15 dismissals. For the purpose of 
assessing this award the general criteria set above shall apply. In addition 1 point will be awarded for 
each fielding catch and run out (the Thrower). While first and second innings shall count, finals will be 
excluded. 
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JUNIOR & INTERMEDIATE CLUB AWARDS: 
Most Improved Team: (Perpetual trophy and personal trophy awarded to players, coach & manager) 
Determined by the Management Committee. Awarded to the team that on results shows improvements 
in the second half of the season relative to the first half. While the points scored acts as an indicator, the 
grading and age group of the team will be taken into account. 
 
Bob Price Encouragement Shield: (Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Nominations are sought. 
Awarded to a player within the Junior and/or Intermediate Divisions. Determined by the Management 
Committee. The award recognises the need to encourage players. Any player may be nominated but the 
Management Committee will take into account age, performance, level at which played, years of 
experience. Commitment, effort, enthusiasm for the game are key determinants. Basically, and as 
simply as possible, the award is designed to encourage a young cricketer to follow his love for the 
game through playing as long as possible. Generally, a more established player, playing at the higher 
levels would be seen to be in less need of encouragement than one coming through the levels. 
 
Greg Heffernan Fielding Trophy: (Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Nominations are sought. 
Determined by the Management Committee. Awarded specifically for fielding effort. The number of 
catches taken is a factor but for a wicketkeeper allowance is made for the advantages of gloves. 
Considerations include alertness, speed and accuracy of returns, determination, and encouragement of 
fellow players, in particular bowlers. 
 
Rookie of the Year: (Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Nominations are sought. 
Determined by the Management Committee. Awarded to a player who has completed their first ever 
year of competitive cricket and has displayed potential and enthusiasm for the game. 
 
SENIOR CLUB AWARDS: 
Outstanding Junior in Men’s Cricket: (Perpetual trophy and personal trophy) Nominations are sought.  
Determined by the Management Committee. Awarded to a player in the first full year ever of senior 
cricket who displays a high level of skill, ability, and potential. 
 

EDCC SERVICE AWARDS: 
Club Service Awards: Introduced in 1996/97, the Service Award acknowledges continuous club 
playing service and seeks to promote pride in the club. The awards are in periods of five years, ie:  five, 
ten, fifteen, twenty and at twenty-five years Life Membership may be awarded. 
 
Club Member of the Year: (Perpetual trophy & personal trophy) Nominations are sought.  
Awarded to a club member who, gives freely of his/her time and energies in supporting the club in its 
activities. Management Committee members may be nominated in which event the Club Executive 
shall determine the recipient. 
 
Life Membership: While any club member may nominate any other club member to be a Life Member 
such nomination is to be in writing with reasons in support. The Management Committee is not bound 
to accept nominations or give reasons for rejection. In considering any such nomination it will be 
guided as follows. 

• The basic merits of each nomination. 
• The years and nature of service to the club rendered by the nominee. 
• Generally, but not exclusively, no less than ten years continuous club service is seen as a 

minimum. 
 

EDDC BRADMAN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: 
This scholarship is to select two players eligible to compete in the under 12 age group, preferably from 
the highest graded team, and send them to attend the Talented Player Coaching Camp conducted by the 
Bradman Foundation. The course is conducted at Bowral during school holidays. The Club will cover 
all player costs associated with the camp.  
 

Preference will be given to selecting A grade players with special consideration directed towards those 
in their second year in that age group, although the grade is not the sole factor. Primarily the scheme 
seeks annually to identify two keen cricketers within the club, who will benefit from this experience 
and are deemed to have potential. At the same time they must be seen to be interested in pursuing 
cricket at the higher levels, eg. Representative and ultimately Grade.  
 

The Management Committee with input from relevant coaches will make the selection at the end of 
each season. Selections are subject to informal acceptance by players and parents prior to places being 
reserved, funds committed and a formal decision being announced. The selection process is at the 
discretion of the Management Committee and no correspondence will be entered into. 
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IMPORTANT DATES 
 
JUNIOR PRESENTATION NIGHT 20TH MAY 2005     - HEATHCOTE HIGH SCHOOL 7-30PM 
 
SENIOR PRESENTATION NIGHT 21ST MAY 2005     - ENGADINE R.S.L. CLUB 7-00PM 
 
EDCC A.G.M. 1ST JUNE 2005                                         - DRAGON’S CLUB ROOM 7-30PM 
 
SSJCA (JUNIOR) PRESENTATION 5TH JUNE 2005     - SUTHERLAND UNITED SERVICES CLUB 
                                                                                                        U10’s & 12’s – 1-00PM / U14’s & 16’s – 2-45PM  
 
SSJCA (JUNIOR) A.G.M. 7TH JUNE 2005                       - CARINGBAH OVAL 8-00PM 
 
EDCC REGISTRATION 20TH & 21ST JULY 2005           - DRAGON’S CLUB ROOM 4.00 TO 8.00PM 
 
EDCC REGISTRATION 24TH JULY 2005                       - DRAGON’S CLUB ROOM 9.00 TO 11.00AM
 
SSCA A.G.M. & PRESENTATION 25TH JULY 2005     - CARINGBAH OVAL 8-00PM 
 
GRADING (JUNIOR) 31ST JULY & 7TH AUG 2005      - ANZAC OVAL NETS (TIMES T.B.A.) 
 
GRADING (SENIOR) 31ST JULY 2005                    - ANZAC OVAL NETS 9-00AM 
 
SSCA ADJOURNED A.G.M. 8TH AUGUST 2005          - CARINGBAH OVAL 8-00PM 
 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE 2005/06 SEASON           - 10TH SEPTEMBER 2005 

 

JUNIOR & SENIOR BATTING & BOWLING RECORDS 
SENIOR BATTING RECORDS 

(200 RUNS OR MORE) 
 

BATTING AGGREGATE  BATTING AVERAGE 
 
GRADE BATSMAN RUNS YEAR GRADE BATSMAN AVE YEAR 

A1 R. NOAKES 739 1968-69 A1 S. MESSITER 111.00 1987-88 
A2 D. HIGGINS 542 1978-79 A2 S. CLINCH 42.40 1983-84 
A3 G. HEFFERNAN 626 1982-83 A3 G. HEFFERNAN 78.25 1982-83 
B1 M. HAMMOND 437 1981-82 B1 G. MORRISS 45.17 2004-05 
B2 W. MOODIE 527 1972-73 B2 S. CLINCH 49.70 1981-82 
B3 W. ATKINS 500 1973-74 B3 J. BLACK 52.75 1973-74 
B4 M. BAILEY 485 1979-80 B4 J. BLACK 57.80 1972-73 
B5 J. McDONNELL 452 1984-85 B5 N. ALTERATOR 36.09 2002-03 
B6 A. LOVETT 404 1985-86 B6 C. PARSONS 53.75 1985-86 
B7 R. SALAKAS 357 2003-04 B7 W. HORSNELL 48.67 2003-04 
B8 G. FAUL 360 2002-03 B8 G. FAUL 30.00 2002-03 
B9 A. ROBERTS 295 2002-03 B9 A. ROBERTS 42.14 2002-03 
C1 R. GREY 400 1998-99 C1 D. STUVE 73.00 1990-91 
C2 C. ALEWOOD 451 1980-81 C2 G. REDMAN 48.00 1994-95 
C3 R. WADDELL 400 1985-86 C3 R. WADDELL 33.33 1985-86 

 

SENIOR BOWLING RECORDS 
(20 WICKETS OR MORE) 

 
                   BOWLING AGGREGATE                            BOWLING AVERAGE 
 
GRADE BOWLER WKTS YEAR GRADE BOWLER AVE YEAR 

        
A1 F. TERONE 55 1969-70 A1 R. STUART 5.84 1998-99 
A2 J. RICHARDSON 50 1983-84 A2 J. CRIMLISK 7.92 1992-93 
A3 W. WISHART 50 1976-77 A3 D. WATTS 6.60 1972-73 
B1 S. GORRY 70 1979-80 B1 S. GORRY 6.90 1979-80 
B2 P. ROYLE 62 1976-77 B2 M. OLIFF 6.50 1983-84 
B3 G. DWARSHUIS 51 1978-79 B3 D. PARKES 6.50 1986-87 
B4 K. BESSANT 53 1974-75 B4 B. MARTIN 7.70 2004-05 
B5 D. PERRITT 48 1984-85 B5 S. VELLA 5.50 2003-04 
B6 G. LANGSTON 55 1982-83 B6 P. BLAND 5.80 1981-82 
B7 R. DODD 58 1988-89 B7 D. LINDSAY 9.90 1987-88 
B8 P. DIXON 44 2004-05 B8 P. DIXON 9.72 2004-05 
B9 P. DIXON 25 2002-03 B9 A. ROBERTS 10.35 2002-03 
C1 B. KNOWLES 45 1998-99 C1 R. KNIGHT 6.35 2000-01 
C2 J. RICHARDSON 77 1977-78 C2 J. RICHARDSON 7.40 1977-78 
C3 M. CURNESS 38 1984-85 C3 M. CURNESS 7.29 1984-85 
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NOTE: - EDCC JUNIOR BATTING & BOWLING RECORDS 
 
In the 1990-91 season the junior competition rules were changed as follows: - from time limit 
to an over limit game, with restrictions on individual bowlers, the number of competition 
rounds were set at ten. In the younger age groups Introductory and Modified rules were 
introduced. Because of these alterations it was almost impossible for the old individual 
competition records to be broken, accordingly it was decided by the SSJCA to move the “old 
records” to a separate section. Therefore the following EDCC Junior Club Batting and 
Bowling Records are split into two sections also: - (1959/60 to 1989/90) and (1990/91 
onwards) 

 
JUNIOR BATTING RECORDS 

SINCE ESTABLISHMENT IN 1959/60 THROUGH TO 1989/90 
(200 RUNS OR MORE) 

 
                    BATTING AGGREGATE   BATTING AVERAGE 
 
GRADE BATSMAN RUNS YEAR GRADE BATSMAN AVE YEAR 

        
10A N. MORANDO 479 1983-84 10A N. MORANDO 59.88 1983-84 
10B I. CRANSTON 387 1967-68 10B I. CRANSTON 77.40 1967-68 
10C C. ROSSITER 384 1977-78 10C C. ROSSITER 64.00 1977-78 
12A C. LAKE 442 1989-90 12A P. RYAN 45.20 1978-79 
12B I. CRANSTON 479 1968-69 12B D. KEMBER 60.33 1977-78 
12C P. DOHERTY 276 1963-64 12C M. GOTLEY 40.66 1982-83 
12D M. HEALEY 306 1979-80 12D G. McGUIRK 48.20   1982-83 
12E G. CLARKE 247 1973-74 12E G. CLARKE 82.33 1973-74 
12F C. HILLHOUSE 207 1984-85 12F C. HILLHOUSE 34.50 1984-85 
14A P. DOHERTY 553 1966-67 14A R. ENTWISTLE 45.89 1980-81 
14B B. MARTIN 480 1976-77 14B B. MARTIN 60.00 1976-77 
14C W. MILLAR 318 1962-63 14C B. DAVIS 46.80 1981-82 
14D C. DOW 503 1976-77 14D G. RYAN 37.85 1979-80 
14E W. GREEN 430 1980-81 14E W. GREEN 35.83 1980-81 
16A B. McMANUS 578 1964-65 16A B. McMANUS 72.25 1964-65 
16B P. DOHERTY 449 1967-68 16B J. SMITH 60.20 1979-80 
16C B. THORNTHWAITE 355 1984-85 16C B. THORNTHWAITE 50.71 1984-85 
16D P. DAENELL 240 1985-86 16D P. DAENELL 30.00 1985-86 

 
 

 
JUNIOR BOWLING RECORDS 

SINCE ESTABLISHMENT IN 1959 THROUGH TO 1989/90 
(20 WICKETS OR MORE) 

 
                    BOWLING AGGREGATE                                              BOWLING AVERAGE 
 
GRADE BOWLER WKTS YEAR GRADE BOWLER AVE YEAR 

        
10A W. WISHART 83 1971-72 10A J. WESTLAKE 3.24 1976-77 
10B P. NOAKES 78 1968-69 10B W. WISHART 2.49 1970-71 
10C S. GORREY 70 1972-73 10C S. GORRY 2.14 1972-73 
10D M. PORTER 35 1972-73 10D M. PORTER 2.08 1972-73 
12A G. HEFFERNAN 80 1975-76 12A G. HEFFERNAN 3.88 1975-76 
12B I. CRANSTON 76 1968-69 12B T. BAILEY 4.18 1967-68 
12C J. SHOOTER 67 1966-67 12C J. INNES 2.66 1974-75 
12D W. TEAL 62 1964-65 12D D. O’TOOLE 4.20 1976-77 
12E D. ROBERTS 66 1969-70 12E G. CLARKE 3.24 1973-74 
12F C. MOODIE 34 1984-85 12F C. MOODIE 3.60 1984-85 
14A N. MORANDO 47 1987-88 14A B. FERGUSON 7.66 1975-76 
14B R. CARROLL 70 1964-65 14B J. SHOOTER 5.20 1967-68 
14C W. HEADLEY 59 1965-66 14C L. BARRETT 2.12 1971-72 
14D B. ANDREWS 73 1974-75 14D B. ANDREWS 3.17 1974-75 
14E I. COOK 26 1978-79 14E I. COOK 5.43 1978-79 
16A I. CRANSTON 40 1973-74 16A L. HOOLEY 8.55 1961-62 
16B W. HEADLEY 55 1967-68 16B J. WESTLAKE 5.33 1981-82 
16C W. WILCOX 30 1984-85 16C P. ASHTON 6.80 1987-88 
16D P. DAENELL 22 1985-86 16D P. DAENELL 10.82 1985-86 
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JUNIOR BATTING RECORDS 

1990/91 ONWARDS 
(TRADITIONAL 150 RUNS OR MORE / INTRODUCTORY & MODIFIED 100 RUNS OR MORE) 

 
                  BATTING AGGREGATE                   BATTING AVERAGE 
 

 

GRADE BATSMAN RUNS YEAR GRADE BATSMAN AVE YEAR 
        
10A L. HERNE 290 2003-04 10A D. McMILLAN 35.28 2001-02 
10B* N/Q - - 10B* N/Q - - 
10C* C. McMAHON 151 1998-99 10C* B. DUNCUM 47.67 2002-03 
10D* N/Q - - 10D* N/Q - - 
10E* G. CAUKILL 153 1998-99 10E* G. CAUKILL 38.30 1998-99 
12A C. LAKE 576 1990-91 12A B. MARCIANTE 159.66 2002-03 
12B C. MAHONEY 302 1997-98 12B C. REEVES 42.00 2000-01 
12C D. BEARDOW 549 1999-00 12C D. BEARDOW 91.50 1999-00 
12D D. LATHAM 222 1994-95 12D D. LATHAM 44.40 1994-95 
12E* J. MANNS 175 1996-97 12E* J. MANNS 35.00 1996-97 
12F* J. RAPER 113 1999-00 12F* J. RAPER 37.67 1999-00 
14A R. SHEPHERD 665 1999-00 14A R. SHEPHERD 95.00 1999-00 
14B K. STEWART 414 1994-95 14B K. STEWART 51.75 1994-95 
14C D. PRICE 370 1990-91 14C K. BERNIE 36.20 1991-92 
14D R. MORRIS 396 2003-04 14D M. RYAN 54.00 2000-01 
14E O. SAMAD 392 2001-02 14E O. SAMAD 65.33 2001-02 
16A R. SHEPHERD 533 2001-02 16A R. SHEPHERD 96.20 2000-01 
16B C. REEVES 494 2004-05 16B C. REEVES 54.89 2004-05 
16C K. JOHNSON 386 1998-99 16C S. HALL 42.30 1999-00 
16D D. BOYLE 205 2001-02 16D D. BOYLE 18.64 2001-02 

 
JUNIOR BOWLING RECORDS  

1990/91 ONWARDS 
(TRADITIONAL 15 WICKETS OR MORE / INTRODUCTORY & MODIFIED 10 WICKETS OR MORE) 

 
                  BOWLING AGGREGATE   BOWLING AVERAGE 

 

GRADE BOWLER WKTS YEAR GRADE BOWLER AVE YEAR 
        
10A S. NEWMAN 23 2001-02 10A S. NEWMAN 6.30 2001-02 
10B* L. HERNE 11 2002-03 10B* L. HERNE 3.18 2002-03 
10C* T. WALKINGTON 12 2002-03 10C* T. WALKINGTON 5.34 2002-03 
10D* R. PURDY 16 1993-94 10D* S. ANDREWS 1.72 1993-94 
10E* G. CAUKILL 18 1998-99 10E* G. CAUKILL 2.00 1998-99 
12A M. BARNES 25 1994-95 12A M. GORE  1.33 1992-93 
12B N/Q - - 12B N/Q - - 
12C K. ROLLESTON 24 2003-04 12C L. WILSON 6.20 1991-92 
12D S. ANDREWS 20 1994-95 12D S. ANDREWS 2.84 1994-95 
12E* A. STEWART 11 1999-00 12E* A. STEWART 4.64 1999-00 
12F* J. PUNSHON 14 1999-00 12F* O. SAMAD 3.08 1999-00 
14A M. RICE 27 2004-05 14A A. HERNE 6.96 2004-05 
14B R. MARLOW 34 2004-05 14B R. MARLOW 4.29 2004-05 
14C C. NELSON 20 1998-99 14C C. NELSON 7.45 1998-99 
14D P. BOURKE 24 1994-95 14D P. BOURKE 5.29 1994-95 
14E D. FILETTI 24 1995-96 14E O. SAMAD 4.73 2001-02 
16A M. SAMBUCO 24 2003-04 16A C. MAR 6.75 1998-99 
16B J. STONE & 

P.BREMNER 
23 
23 

2004-05 
2004-05 

16B J. STONE 6.43 2004-05 

16C B. MARTIN 40 1999-00 16C B. SOMERVILLE 5.31 1991-92 
16D D. BOYLE 21 2001-02 16D C. JACKSON 10.55 2001-02 

    NOTE:         N/Q (NO QUALIFIERS FOR THIS RECORD) * (INTRODUCTORY OR MODIFIED RECORDS) 
 

NEW CLUB RECORDS 
 
MARK RICE    14A – BOWLING AGGREGATE  27 WICKETS 
ANDREW HERNE    14A – BOWLING AVERAGE  6.96 
RYAN MARLOW    14B – BOWLING AGGREGATE  34 WICKETS 
RYAN MARLOW    14B – BOWLING AVERAGE  4.29 
CHRIS REEVES    16B – BATTING AGGREGATE  494 RUNS 
CHRIS REEVES    16B – BATTING AVERAGE  54.89 
PAUL BREMNER & JAMES STONE  16B – BOWLING AGGREGATE  23 WICKETS 
JAMES STONE    16B – BOWLING AVERAGE  6.43 
GEOFF MORISS      B1 – BATTING AVERAGE  45.17 
BRETT MARTIN      B4 – BOWLING AVERAGE  7.70 
PAUL DIXON      B8 – BOWLING AGGREGATE  44 WICKETS 
PAUL DIXON      B8 – BOWLING AVERAGE  9.72 
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OFFICE BEARERS 

(1959-60 TO 2004-05) 
 

YEAR PRESIDENT SECRETARY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY 

TREASURER 

1959-60 B. McMANUS snr D. CARROLL  R. CHAPMAN 
1960-61 B. McMANUS snr B. HOWARD  K. BINNER 
1961-62 W. FOSTER 

B.McMANUS snr 
N. FORESHAW  K. BINNER 

1962-63 B. McMANUS snr N. FORESHAW  
C. GREENWOOD 

 K. BINNER 

1963-64 N. FORESHAW  
K. JOHNSON 

R. SOMMER  H. SHOOTER 

1964-65 K. JOHNSON K. WOODBRIDGE  H. SHOOTER 
1965-66 K. JOHNSON K. WOODBRIDGE  

H. SHOOTER 
 H. SHOOTER 

1966-67 K. JOHNSON H. SHOOTER  H. ROBBINS 
1967-68 K. HORSNELL B. BLANCHARD  W. McPHEE 
1968-69 G. McELROY B. BLANCHARD  W. McPHEE  

M. FORDYCE 
1969-70 K. JOHNSON C. KEENAN  M. FORDYCE 
1970-71 D. MORRISON C. KEENAN  M. FORDYCE 
1971-72 C. KEENAN W. ATKINS 

G. ARNOTT 
 D. CRANSTON 

1972-73 C. KEENAN G. ARNOTT  D. CRANSTON 
1973-74 B. BLANCHARD H. ROBBINS  MRS B. CROSBY 
1974-75 G. ARNOTT H. ROBBINS  MRS B. CROSBY 
1975-76 C. KEENAN M. FORDYCE  MRS J. LEES 
1976-77 R. NOAKES H. ROBBINS  MRS J. LEES 
1977-78 R. NOAKES H. ROBBINS  R. ENTWISTLE 
1978-79 R. NOAKES R. LOVETT  R. ENTWISTLE 
1979-80 R. LOVETT A. GLEESON  R. ENTWISTLE 
1980-81 R. LOVETT M. FORDYCE  R. ENTWISTLE 
1981-82 R. LOVETT H. ROBBINS  P. NOAKES R. ENTWISTLE 
1982-83 R. LOVETT H. ROBBINS  P. NOAKES J. RICHARDSON 
1983-84 R. LOVETT H. ROBBINS  R. WOODHILL J. RICHARDSON 
1984-85 D. STUVE R. WOODHILL  A. LEMMON J. RICHARDSON 
1985-86 D. STUVE R. WOODHILL  A. LEMMON J. RICHARDSON 
1986-87 R. WADDELL P. CLOTHIER  A. LEMMON J. RICHARDSON 
1987-88 R. WADDELL J. THORNTHWAITE  A. LEMMON J. RICHARDSON 
1988-89 R. WADDELL J.THORNTHWAITE 

R.KNOWLES  
A. LEMMON R. VANNAN 

1989-90 A. LEMMON R. KNOWLES  A. VANNAN R. VANNAN 
1990-91 K. TEVER R. KNOWLES A. VANNAN R. VANNAN 
1991-92 K. TEVER J. UEBEL  A. VANNAN R. VANNAN 
1992-93 K. TEVER J. UEBEL  A. VANNAN J. CARLISLE 
1993-94 I. McCREA J. UEBEL  G. HEFFERNAN J. CARLISLE 
1994-95 R. WADDELL T. DUFFIELD  D. LAKE J. CARLISLE 
1995-96 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM  A. LEMMON J. CARLISLE 
1996-97 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM  A. LEMMON J. CARLISLE 
1997-98 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM  B. COUSEMAKER J. CARLISLE 
1998-99 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM  B. COUSEMAKER J. CARLISLE 
1999-00 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM J. MALL J. CARLISLE 
2000-01 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM A.LOFTHOUSE  

P. WARD 
J. CARLISLE 

2001-02 R. WADDELL I. LATHAM A.LOFTHOUSE  
P. WARD 

J. CARLISLE 

2002-03 G. SCOTT I. LATHAM A.LOFTHOUSE  
P. WARD 

J. CARLISLE 

2003-04 G. SCOTT I. LATHAM A. LOFTHOUSE 
P. WARD 

J. CARLISLE 

2004-05 G. SCOTT I. LATHAM A. LOFTHOUSE 
P. WARD 

J. CARLISLE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

SSJCA CLUB CHAMPIONS 
“THE BERTSHELLTROPHY” 

1970-1971   1974-1975   1978-1979 
1971-1972   1975-1976   2000-2001  
1973-1974   1976-1977   2004-2005 
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PREMIERSHIP WINNING TEAMS 

(1959-60 TO 2004-05) 
 

SEASON JUNIOR TEAMS SENIOR TEAMS 
1959-60 NIL  
1960-61 NIL  
1961-62 NIL  
1962-63 NIL  
1963-64 NIL  
1964-65 NIL  
1965-66 14B  
1966-67 NIL  
1967-68 14B A2 
1968-69 10B A1 
1969-70 12A A1, B3 
1970-71 14D, 12A, 10B A1 
1971-72 16B, 14A NIL 
1972-73 10C, 10D B4 
1973-74 12A, 12E, 10A, 10C A1, B3 
1974-75 12C NIL 
1975-76 14B, 14D, 12A, 10D NIL 
1976-77 16C, 14B, 14C, 10A A3 
1977-78 16A, 10C A1, B4 
1978-79 16A, 12A, 10A AI, B3, C2 
1979-80 NIL B4, C2 
1980-81 14B, 14D, 12A NIL 
1981-82 16B-1, 14B, 10D A1, B2 
1982-83 12D B4, B6 
1983-84 NIL NIL 
1984-85 NIL A2, B2 
1985-86 10D B1, B6 
1986-87 NIL NIL 
1987-88 14A, 14C NIL 
1988-89 NIL NIL 
1989-90 NIL NIL 
1990-91 NIL NIL 
1991-92 14C, 12C NIL 
1992-93 NIL NIL 
1993-94 16A B3 
1994-95 14B, 12D, 10C NIL 
1995-96 16C, 12C, 10D NIL 
1996-97 NIL NIL 
1997-98 NIL NIL 
1998-99 10E, 10C C1 
1999-00 16C, 14A, 12E A1, B2 
2000-01 14D, 10A A1, 
2001-02 16A, 14E NIL 
2002-03 16A, 12A, 10B NIL 
2003-04 16A B5, B7 
2004-05 16B, 16C, 14A, 14B, 12B B4 
 NOTE: Senior Club was established in the season of 1967-68 

 

SSJCA CRICKETER OF THE YEAR 
“JOHN WOODHOUSE MEMORIAL TROPHY” 

 
1964-65 BARRY McMANUS jnr 1993-94 CHRIS LAKE 
1985-86 CRAIG PARSONS 2000-01 RYAN SHEPERD 
1988-89 NATHAN MORANDO 2002-03 JAY DAVIS 
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PREVIOUS MAJOR AWARD WINNERS 
 

JUNIOR DIVISION BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE RAY NOAKES TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Ben Cutler 12B  1997/98 Ryan Shepherd 12A 1998/99 Michael Lavallee 12A 
1999/00 Dylan Beardow 12C 2000/01 Chris Reeves 12B  2001/02 Andrew Jones 12A 
2002/03 Ben Marciante 12A 2003/04 Liam Herne 10A 
 

JUNIOR DIVISION BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE COL KEENAN TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Sanjay Patel 12C  1997/98 Mitchell Durie 12A 1998/99 Cameron Turner 12A 
1999/00 Chris McMahon 12C 2000/01 Daniel Ward 10A  2001/02 Sam Newman 10A 
2002/03 Sam Newman 12A 2003/04 Kelly Rolleston 12C 
 

JUNIOR DIVISION WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE MIKE FORDYCE TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Brett Bullock 12C 1997/98 Jarryd Ward 10A  1998/99 Chris Moreland 12A 
1999/00 Jarryd Ward 12A  2000/01 Jason Raper 12E  2001/02 Bryce Alewood 10A 
2002/03 Bryce Daenell 12A 2003/04 Robbie Farnan 10A 
 

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE RUSS WADDELL TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Lee Bailey 16B  1997/98 Chris Pendergast 14A  1998/99 Kaine Johnson 16C 
1999/00 Ryan Shepherd 14A 2000/01 Ryan Shepherd 16A 2001/02 Ryan Shepherd 16A 
2002/03 Jay Davis 16A  2003/04 Cameron Turner 16A 
 

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE ALF LEMMON TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Darren Baxter 14C 1997/98 Kaine Johnson 16D 1998/99 Chris Nelson 14C 
1999/00 Brett Martin 16C  2000/01 Brett Martin 16A  2001/02 Daniel Boyle 16D 
2002/03 Greg Ings 14B  2003/04 Matthew Sambuco 16A 
 

INTERMEDIATE WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE CLEM HEFFERNAN TROPHY 

 
1996/97 Brad Collins 16B  1997/98 Andrew Hine 16A 1998/99 Andrew Hine 16A 
1999/00 Mark Mitchell 16C 2000/01 Stuart Dibb 14A  2001/02 Ben Jamieson 14A 
2002/03 Chris Moreland 16A 2003/04 Robert Dumbrell 16A 
 

SENIOR DIVISION BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE DREW LAKE TROPHY 

 
2001/02 Peter O’Reilly C1  2002/03 Jim Bonser B3  2003/04 Ryan Salakas B7  
 

SENIOR DIVISION BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE JOHN CARLISLE TROPHY 

 
2001/02 Matthew Carroll B6 2002/03 Paul Cameron A1  2003/04 Chris Nelson B6 
 

SENIOR DIVISION WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
EDCC TROPHY 

 
1998/99 Brad Collins B4  1999/00 Jim Collins B7  2000/01 Mark Mitchell B7 
2001/02 Colin Berry A3  2002/03 Matthew Newman B9 2003/04 Ryan McLauchlan B5 
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OUTSTANDING JUNIOR IN MEN’S CRICKET 

THE BILL KNOWLES TROPHY 
 

1996/97 Michael Ralston B6 1997/98 Lee Bailey B5  1998/99 Tim Cutler B4 
1999/00 Andrew Hine B2  2000/01 Mitchell Thompson A1 2001/02 Jay Davis A3 
2002/03 Chris Nelson B5  2003/04 Michael Lavallee B6 

     
MOST IMPROVED TEAM 
THE BOB VANNAN TROPHY 

 

1996/97 Bob & Darren Price 12B          1997/98 Peter Ward & Ian Davis 12B         
1998/99 Dennis Pendergast & Harry Robbins 16A 1999/00 Steve Routh & Steve Daniels 16A 
2000/01 Brett Johnson & Steve Routh 16A  2001/02 Rob Lowe & Roger McNee 14E 
2002/03 Rob Lowe & Gordon Scott 14B  2003/04 Nathan Alterator & Bob McMillan 14B 
 

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
THE KEN TEVER TROPHY 

 

1996/97 Darren Baxter 14C 1997/98 Jess Correy 10A  1998/99 Ian Mitchell 14E 
1999/00 Matthew Hoff 10D 2000/01 Daniel Boyle 14D 2001/02 Ryan Marlow 10A 
2002/03 Hayden Smith 10A 2003/04 Ryan Morris 14D 
 

THE BOB PRICE ENCOURAGEMENT SHIELD 
THE BOB PRICE SHIELD 

 

1998/99 Chris McMahon 10C 1999/00 Ryan Woodley 12C 2000/01 Alex Sambuco 12E 
2001/02 Jeffrey Walsh 12D 2002/03 Scott Middlemiss 12B 2003/04 Alex Lewis 14D 

 
THE GREG HEFFERNAN FIELDING TROPHY 

THE GREG HEFFERNAN TROPHY 
 

1998/99 Alan Wood 12A  1999/00 Stuart Brandman 14A 2000/01 Andrew Jones 10A 
2001/02 Stuart Brandman 16A 2002/03 Ben Holt 14C  2003/04 Cameron Turner 16A 
 

EDCC BRADMAN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 
 

2001/02 Bryce Daenell 12A & Andrew Jones 12A 2002/03 Ben Marciante 12A & Daniel Ward 12A 
2003/04 Ryan Marlow 12A & Mark Rice 12A 
 

CLUB MEMBER OF THE YEAR 
THE VAL TEVER TROPHY 

 

1996/97 Laurie Daly  1997/98 Ian Latham 1998/99 Steve Daniels 
1999/00 Harry Robbins  2000/01 Brad Moreland 2001/02 Stuart Slack & Neil Jamieson 
2002/03 Allan Lofthouse  2003/04 Robbie Knight 
 

CLUB ALL ROUNDER  
(Junior & Intermediate Divisions) 
THE IAN LATHAM TROPHY 

 

2003/04 James Bills 16A 
 

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION  
(Junior & Intermediate Divisions) 

THE BARRY McMANUS TROPHY 
 

1998/99 Michael Lavallee 12A 1999/00 Ryan Shepherd 14A 2000/01 Ryan Shepherd 16A 
2001/02 Ryan Shepherd 16A 2002/03 Jay Davis 16A  2003/04 Cameron Turner 16A 

 
SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION 
THE HARRY ROBBINS TROPHY 

 

1996/97 Paul Waddell B6  1997/98 Marcus Loxley B5 1998/99 Beau Knowles C1 
1999/00 Andrew Hine B2  2000/01 Will Wooster B5  2001/02 Greg Goodman A1 
2002/03 Paul Cameron A1  2003/04 Jim Bonser B2 
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2004/2005 SEASON JUNIOR COMPETITION DETAILS 

 

SSJCA CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP POINT SCORE 
 

 CLUB POINTS 
1. ENGADINE 135.50 
2 ST JOHN BOSCO 134.78 
3. ILLAWONG MENAI 128.56 
4. DLS SEAGULLS 125.00 
5. CARINGBAH SPORTS 107.73 
6. SYLVANIA 98.33 
7. ST PATRICKS 97.60 
8. COMO JANNALI 96.22 
9. GYMEA BAY 93.50 
10. MIRANDA MAGPIES 79.71 
11. AQUINAS COLLEGE 71.00 
12. DLS SYLVANIA 61.50 
13. CARINGBAH ST PATRICKS 37.50 
14. LOFTUS 30.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SSJCA 2004/2005 COMPETITION POINTS SCORE 
 

 

10A GRADE  10B GRADE  10C GRADE  10D GRADE  
ST JOHN BOSCO 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
ST PATRICKS 
CARINGBAH 
AQUINAS 
COMO JANNALI 

52 
44 
28 
24 
24 
20 

GYMEA BAY 
DLS SEAGULLS 
CARINGBAH  
ILLAWONG MENAI 
MIRANDA 
ST JOHN BOSCO 

52 
44 
32 
32 
20 
12 

SYLVANIA 
COMO JANNALLI 
MIRANDA 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
ENGADINE 
AQUINAS 

40 
36 
34 
32 
32 
16 

GYMEA BAY 2 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
GYMEA BAY 3 
ST PATRICKS 
CARINGBAH 
BYE 

52 
36 
36 
32 
24 
- 

        
12A GRADE  12B GRADE  12C GRADE  12D GRADE  
ILLAWONG MENAI 
ST PATRICKS 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
CARINGBAH 
DLS SEAGULLS 
SYLVANIA 
 

52 
36 
36 
24 
24 
20 

GYMEA BAY 
ENGADINE 
COMO JANNALI 
AQUINAS 
ST PATRICKS 
ILLAWONG MENAI 

40 
40 
40 
32 
24 
16 

ST JOHN BOSCO 
CARINGBAH 
COMO JANNALI 
MIRANDA 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
ST PATRICKS 

51 
43 
40 
24 
24 
12 

GYMEA BAY 
SYLVANIA 
ST PATRICKS 4 
ST PATRICKS 5 
CARINGBAH 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
AQUINAS 
ILLAWONG MENAI 

47 
43 
40 
32 
32 
28 
20 
16 

        
14A GRADE  14B GRADE  14C GRADE  14D GRADE  
ENGADINE 
CARINGBAH 
ILLAWONG MENAI B 
ILLAWONG MENAI W 
GYMEA BAY 
COMO JANNALI 

47 
44 
32 
30 
28 
15 

DLS SEAGULLS 
ENGADINE 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
SYLVANIA 
CARINGBAH 
GYMEA BAY 

45 
41 
40 
32 
20 
18 

ST JOHN BOSCO 
AQUINAS 
ST PATRICKS 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
LOFTUS 
MIRANDA 

52 
40 
40 
28 
20 
12 

COMO JANNALI 
CARINGBAH 
ENGADINE 
GYMEA BAY 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
AQUINAS 

46 
44 
40 
32 
18 
16 

        
16A GRADE  16B GRADE  16C GRADE    
ILLAWONG MENAI 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
SYLVANIA 
COMO JANNALI 
MIRANDA 
CARINGBAH 

40 
40 
36 
28 
28 
20 

ENGADINE 
MIRANDA 
ST PATRICKS 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
AQUINAS 
COMO JANNALI 

54 
42 
41 
23 
22 
20 

ILLAWONG MENAI 
ENGADINE 
SYLVANIA 
GYMEA BAY 
CARINGBAH ST PATS 
BYE 

55 
50 
41 
27 
25 
- 

  

        
8A GRADE  8B GRADE      
ILLAWONG MENAI 
SYLVANIA 
ENGADINE 
DLS SEAGULLS 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
CARINGBAH 

48 
44 
40 
28 
16 
16 

COMO JANNALI 
GYMEA BAY 
ENGADINE 
CARINGBAH 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
AQUINAS 
ST PATRICKS 
SYLVANIA 

40 
40 
40 
36 
36 
24 
20 
20 
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SSJCA 2004/2005 FINALS RESULTS 

 

 

 
GRADE 

 
PREMIERS 
 

 
SCORE

 
V

 
RUNNERS UP 

 
SCORE

16A ILLAWONG MENAI*   8-108  ST JOHN BOSCO 10-102 
16B ENGADINE* 10-181  MIRANDA 10-72 
16C ENGADINE 10-144  ILLAWONG MENAI* 10-53 
14A ENGADINE*   9-126  CARINGBAH 10-89 
14B ENGADINE 10-88  DSL SEAGULLS* 10-83 
14C ST JOHN BOSCO* 10-100  AQUINAS 10-73 
14D CARINGBAH 10-137  COMO JANNALI* 10-129 
12A ILLAWONG MENAI* 10-122  ST PATRICKS 10-37 
12B ENGADINE 10-144  GYMEA BAY* 10-86 
12C CARINGBAH   9-147  ST JOHN BOSCO* 10-99 
12D GYMEA BAY*   7-96  SYLVANIA   9-90 
10A ILLAWONG MENAI   3-159  ST JOHN BOSCO* 10-130 
10B GYMEA BAY*   2-115  DLS SEAGULLS   3-88 
10C COMO JANNALI   5-89  SYLVANIA* 11-86 
10D GYMEA BAY*   6-93  ILLAWONG MENAI   8-30 

NOTE: * Denotes Minor Premiers.  
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SSJCA 2004/2005 FINAL’S SCOREBOARD 

      

   12B ENGADINE v GYMEA BAY 
AT WOOLOOWARE OVAL – 12 MARCH 2005 

 
Engadine 
W. Lawson bowled      Henry  6 
M. Christison bowled      Henry  10 
R. Farnan bowled      Stellar  9 
L. Herne  run out  Irvine      27 
B. Duncum caught  Myers  bowled   Stellar  6 
K. Rolleston run out  Irvine      19 
M. Launt run out  Irvine      0 
M. Cox  bowled      Hewitt  4 
M. Kidd  not out        1 
W. Harding bowled      Lamb  1 
J. Reynolds bowled      Calderon 0 
          83 
Sundries:     (b-1 lb-1 w-22 nb-7)  31 
Total:                          10 for 114 
FOW: 23, 24, 35, 47, 95, 95, 102, 107, 114 & 114 
Batting Time: 169 mins Overs: 46.4 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
M. Henry  8  0  20  2 
J. Hewitt  8  0  24  1 
A. Calderon  4.4  4  2  1 
H. Irvine  4  1  6  0 
J. Stellar   4  0  18  2 
M. Taplin  4  1  9  0 
K. Myers  4  1  10  0 
D. Bennett  3  0  11  0 
L. Henderson  4  2  3  0 
J. Lamb   3  0  9  1  
 
Gymea Bay 
M. Henry bowled      Lawson  4 
K. Myers bowled      Herne  9 
L. Henderson bowled      Reynolds 9 
A. Calderon bowled      Launt  5 
J. Hewitt caught & bowled     Herne  2 
H. Irvine caught  Herne  bowled  Reynolds 9 
C. Curtis caught  Gover  bowled  Cox  0 
M. Taplin caught  Duncum  bowled  Farnan  17 
J. Lamb  bowled      Rolleston 3 
D. Bennett caught  Gover  bowled  Lawson  1 
B. McIntyre not out        0 
          59 
Sundries:     (b-4 lb-0 w-17 nb-6)  27 
Total:            10 for 86 
FOW: 11, 27, 33, 36, 51, 52, 59, 83, 86 & 86 
Batting Time: 116 mins Overs: 31 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
K. Rolleston  5  3  7  1 
W. Lawson  7  1  16  2 
M. Launt  4  2  12  1 
L. Herne   4  1  11  2 
M. Cox   4  1  10  1 
J. Reynolds  4  1  8  2 
R. Farnan  3  0  18  1 
 

12B PLAYER OF THE FINAL 
Liam Herne 
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14A ENGADINE v CARINGBAH SPORTS 

AT JANNALI OVAL – 12 MARCH 2005 
 

Engadine 
B. Daenell caught  Stringer  bowled  Spencer  4 
S. Newman caught   Crawford bowled   Stevenson 37 
C. Heard caught  Ritchie  bowled   Finch  2 
B. Marciante caught  Chapman bowled  Bollard  22 
D. Ward  caught  Bollard  bowled  Stevenson 6 
A. Herne stumped  Chapman bowled  Stevenson 4 
A. Jones  caught  Gill  bowled  Crawford 12 
M. Dumbrell caught & bowled     Burg  3 
M. Rice  caught   Bollard  bowled  Burg  0 
B. Latham not out        20 
N. Loder not out        1  
          111 
Sundries:     (b-4 lb-1 w-4 nb-6)  15 
Total:                            9 for 126 
FOW: 9, 18, 56, 75, 89, 89, 92, 92 & 115 
Batting Time: 202 mins Overs: 60 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
L. Spencer  10  4  13  1 
J. Finch   5  1  23  1 
S. Crawford  8  2  19  1 
A. Judd   10  3  13  0 
L. Bollard  5  0  11  1 
C. Stevenson  12  2  28  3 
M. Burg   10  4  14  2  
 
Caringbah Sports 
S. Crawford caught  Hoff  bowled  Heard  4 
T. Stringer bowled      Herne  2 
A. Judd  run out  Rice      1 
M. Ritchie caught  Daenell  bowled  Jones  21 
L. Gill  lbw      Rice  10 
L. Spencer lbw      Herne  9 
C. Stevenson bowled      Rice  17 
M. Burg  caught  Ward  bowled  Herne  2 
J. Finch  bowled      Herne  4 
A. Miller not out        5 
C. Bollard bowled      Herne  6 
          81 
Sundries:     (b-1 lb-0 w-6 nb-1)  8 
Total:            10 for 89 
FOW: 5, 7, 7, 41, 41, 65, 73, 73, 81 & 89 
Batting Time: 162 mins Overs: 45 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
A. Herne  10  2  17  4 
C. Heard  6  3  4  2 
B. Marciante  5  0  12  0 
M. Hoff   5  2  8  0 
M. Dumbrell  2  0  7  0 
M. Rice   11  2  22  2 
A. Jones   5  0  11  1 
S. Newman  1  0  7  0 
        

14A PLAYERS OF THE FINAL 
Andrew Herne & Sam Newman 
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14B ENGADINE v DE LA SALLE SEAGULLS 
AT GWAWLEY NORTH OVAL  – 12 MARCH 2005 

 
Engadine 
D. McMillan caught & bowled     Wade  2 
J. Duncan caught  Burns  bowled  Mason  11  
M. Bedford run out  Wade      7 
R. Marlow stumped  Anderson bowled  Sams  14 
A. Smith lbw    bowled  Wade  4 
J. Watson run out  Hasson      1 
A. Sambuco bowled      Wade  15 
J. Forshaw bowled      Sams  0 
C. Haynes bowled      Wright  3 
J. Hindle not out        4 
B. Ryan  bowled      Mason  3 
          64 
Sundries:     (b-2 lb-0 w-15 nb-7)  24 
Total:                          10 for 88 
FOW: 16, 26, 37, 53, 54, 71, 71, 75, 80 & 88 
Batting Time: 159 mins Overs: 42 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
P. Burns   6  1  12  0 
M. Wade  10  1  28  3 
C. Wright  7  2  8  1 
D. Flynn   4  0  5  0 
D. Mason  5  0  10  2 
J. Sams   10  3  23  2  
 
De La Salle Seagulls 
M. Anderson caught  Marlow  bowled  Watson  21 
K. Donnelly caught  Bedford  bowled   Duncan  2 
C. Wright caught  Duncan  bowled  Bedford  16 
M. Wade lbw    bowled  Marlow  10 
D. Mason caught  Ryan  bowled  Bedford  2 
P. Burns  run out  Marlow      9 
J. Sams  caught  Watson  bowled  Bedford  1 
D. Flynn  bowled      Watson  2 
J. Hasson not out        6 
A. Neilson caught  Baker  bowled  Smith  2 
A. Vom Bruch bowled      Smith  0 
          71 
Sundries:     (b-1 lb-0 w-7 nb-1)  9 
Total:            10 for 80 
FOW: 5, 43, 43, 48, 64, 65, 70, 70, 80 & 80 
Batting Time: 164 mins Overs: 46.2 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
R. Marlow  10  5  16  1 
J. Duncan  10  4  18  1 
M. Bedford  10  4  14  3 
J. Watson  10  2  17  2 
C. Haynes  3  1  7  0 
A. Smith  3.2  1  7  2 
        

14B PLAYER OF THE FINAL 
Michael Bedford 
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   16B ENGADINE v MIRANDA MAGPIES 

AT THE RIDGE NORTH – 12 MARCH 2005 
 

Engadine 
J. Stone  caught  Male  bowled  Eadie  41 
J. Christison bowled      Wilson  6 
C. Reeves bowled      McKinley 11 
R. Croom lbw      James  30 
B. James caught & bowled     McKinley 10 
G. Ings  caught  James  bowled  Lowden  37 
D. Bates  bowled      McKinley 0 
P. Bremner bowled      McKinley 5 
P. Balmer caught  Male  bowled  Lowden  8 
C. Kidd  caught  McKinley bowled  Wilson  2 
D. McMillan not out        1 
          151  
Sundries:     (b-8 lb-2 w-10 nb-10)  30 
Total:                          10 for 181 
FOW: 11, 30, 89, 119, 119, 123, 141, 172, 178 & 181 
Batting Time: 217 mins Overs: 58.2 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
M. Eadie  12  3  24  1 
H. Wilson  8  0  18  2 
C. Male   10  0  35  0 
J. McKinley  10  2  27  4 
M. Wong  3  0  15  0 
M. Lord   5  2  15  0 
M. James  6  0  20  1 
A. Doyle  3  0  14  0 
M. Lowden  1.2  0  3  2  
 
Miranda Magpies 
J. McKinley caught  Croom  bowled  Stone  6 
C. Male  run out  Croom      18 
M. Eadie run out  McMillan     20 
M. Wong run out  McMillan     6 
S. Western caught  James  bowled  Reeves  8 
M. James caught  Bremner  bowled  Christison 1 
T. McCarthy caught  Kidd  bowled  Reeves  2 
H. Wilson caught  McMillan bowled  Christison 0 
A. Doyle not out        2 
M. Lowden bowled      Christison 2 
M. Lord  caught  Croom  bowled  Reeves  1 
          66 
Sundries:     (b-2 lb-2 w-0 nb-2)  6 
Total:            10 for 72 
FOW: 18, 34, 46, 60, 61, 63, 63, 63, 67 & 72 
Batting Time: 134 mins Overs: 36.1 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
J. Stone   6  1  16  1 
P. Bremner  6  1  11  0 
D. Bates   6  2  9  0 
G. Ings   7  1  20  0 
C. Reeves  3.1  0  5  3 
J. Christison  3  2  2  3 
D. Richardson  2  0  2  0 
B. James  1  0  1  0 
D. McMillan  1  0  2  0 
P. Balmer  1  1  0  0  

 
16B PLAYERS OF THE FINAL 

Greg Ings & David McMillan 
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16C ENGADINE v ILLAWONG MENAI 

AT HEATHCOTE OVAL – 12 MARCH 2005 
 

Engadine 
A. Stuart lbw      Richardson 32 
K.M. Marsh caught  Fairbairn bowled  Waters  1 
R. Scott  lbw      Richardson 24 
G. Caukill caught  Carroll  bowled  Waters  50 
R. Woodley caught  Padayachee bowled  Darby  12 
C. Hubbard caught & bowled     Jackson  7 
T. Robinson caught  Padayachee bowled  Jackson  3 
D. Fenner caught  Waters  bowled  Richardson 1 
B. Townsend bowled      Darby  2 
P. Kingsley not out        0 
K. White caught  Fairbairn bowled  Darby  1 
          133 
Sundries:     (b-2 lb-2 w-4 nb-3)  11 
Total:                          10 for 144 
FOW: 5, 62, 69, 110, 132, 136, 139, 142, 142 & 144 
Batting Time: 210 mins Overs: 57.1 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
B. Waters  12  2  39  2 
D. Padayachee  10  2  18  0 
M. Darby  10.1  1  24  3 
T. Jackson  12  2  33  2 
M. Richardson  10  4  16  3 
P. Feggans  2  0  10  0 
 
Illawong Menai 
T. Jackson caught  Scott  bowled  Robinson 12 
P. Feggans caught  Woodley bowled  Hubbard  7 
M. Richardson caught  Woodley bowled  Caukill  2 
B. Waters caught  Scott  bowled  Robinson 0 
M. Darby lbw      Scott  11 
G. Nour  bowled      Scott  3 
M. Fairbairn caught  White  bowled  Scott  4 
D. Padayachee caught  Scott  bowled  Caukill  1 
M. Hely  bowled      Scott  1 
M. Carroll run out  Scott      0 
D. Lochens not out        0 
          41 
Sundries:     (b-2 lb-0 w-9 nb-1)  12 
Total:            10 for 53 
FOW: 25, 25, 26, 37, 42, 47, 49, 53, 53 & 53 
Batting Time: 136 mins Overs: 34 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
G. Caukill  10  4  14  2 
R. Scott   10  3  12  4 
C. Hubbard  6  2  8  1 
T. Robinson  6  3  5  2 
D. Fenner  1  0  4  0 
A. Stuart  1  0  8  0 
        

16C PLAYER OF THE FINAL 
Rowan Scott 
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INDIVIDUAL AWARD WINNERS 
JUNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE DIVISIONS 

 
 
10C TEAM                                                    14D TEAM 
 
 
BATSMAN          Nicholas Chamberlain BATSMAN  Clinton Allen  
BOWLER          Rhys Marlow  BOWLER  Caryn Lee Rolleston 
CONSISTENT          Michael Studdert TEAM PLAYER Daniel Dwyer 
MOST IMPROVED Caitlyn Herne   CONSISTENT Kathryn Kingsley 
      ALL ROUNDER Caryn Lee Rolleston 
  
    
12B TEAM                                                    16B TEAM 
 
 
BATSMAN  Liam Herne  BATSMAN  Chris Reeves 
BOWLER  Kelly Rolleston BOWLER  James Stone 
TEAM PLAYER Will Lawson  TEAM PLAYER Drew Richardson 
MOST IMPROVED Jay Reynolds  FIELDING  Joshua Christison 
ALL ROUNDER Matthew Chistison ALL ROUNDER Paul Bremner 
ALL ROUNDER Robbie Farnan  ALL ROUNDER Ryan Croom 
ALL ROUNDER Liam Herne   ALL ROUNDER Greg Ings  
ALL ROUNDER Kelly Rolleston  ALL ROUNDER Chris Reeves  
      ALL ROUNDER James Stone 
 
 
14A TEAM                                                    16C TEAM  
 
 
BATSMAN  Daniel Ward  BATSMAN  Ryan Woodley 
BOWLER  Mark Rice  BOWLER  Glenn Caukill   
TEAM PLAYER Bryce Daenell  TEAM PLAYER Cale Hubbard 
MOST IMPROVED Sam Newman  MOST IMPROVED Trent Robinson 
ALL ROUNDER Andrew Herne  ALL ROUNDER Glenn Caukill 
  
 
14B TEAM  
 
 
BATSMAN  Alexander Sambuco      
BOWLER  Ryan Marlow      
TEAM PLAYER John Watson 
MOST IMPROVED Michael Bedford  
  
            
 
 

“TRIBUTE” 
The EDCC takes this opportunity to express appreciation of the 
contribution that the ENGADINE RSL AND CITIZENS’ CLUB has 
made to the conduct of our cricket program over the past seven seasons. 
Their financial generosity has been instrumental in permitting us to upgrade 
equipment and acquire specialised training aids.  
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PERFORMANCES IN PRELIMINARY CRICKET 

 
BATTING 
NAME TEAM INNS OUTS AGGREGATE AVERAGE 
NATHAN MACIANTE 8A 10 3 203 67.67 
BRENDAN CURTIS 8A 10 5 152 30.40 
JAKE HEFFERNAN 8B 10 7 115 16.43 
JAKE GOULDING 8B 10 11 104 9.45 
AARON BURN 8A 10 6 101 16.83 
BRAYDEN HEFFERNAN 8B 10 3 92 30.67 
LIAM NELSON 8A 10 9 72 8.00 
THOMAS MEYER 8B 10 7 66 9.43 
LACHLAN SMITH 8B 10 8 64 8.00 
JOSHUA JOHNSTON 8A 10 14 51 3.64 
MICHAEL PHELPS 8B 8 12 46 3.83 
MATTHEW BERRY 8A 10 9 35 3.89 
MITCHELL SARGEANT 8B 5 5 23 4.60 
DYLAN SMITH 8B 5 5 19 6.33 
JOSHUA BERRY 8A 10 17 19 1.12 
 
BOWLING 
NAME TEAM OVERS WKTS RUNS E/RATE AVE 
BRENDAN CURTIS 8A 34 24 44 1.29 1.83 
NATHAN MARCIANTE 8A 34 17 60 1.76 3.53 
LIAM NELSON 8A 34 16 112 3.29 7.00 
THOMAS MEYER 8B 39 16 154 3.94 9.63 
BRAYDEN HEFFERNAN 8B 33 12 118 3.57 9.83 
JOSHUA JOHNSTON 8A 35 11 104 3.25 9.45 
AARON BURN 8A 35 10 90 2.57 9.00 
JAKE HEFFERNAN 8B 36 10 147 4.08 14.70 
DYLAN SMITH 8B 16 9 53 3.31 5.89 
MICHAEL PHELPS 8B 27 8 105 3.88 13.13 
MATTHEW BERRY 8A 34 6 122 3.58 20.33 
JOSHUA BERRY 8A 34 6 144 4.23 24.00 
JAKE GOULDING 8B 36 6 153 4.25 25.50 
MITCHELL SARGEANT 8B 16 2 65 4.06 32.50 
LACHLAN SMITH 8B 37 2 159 4.29 79.50 
 

 

TOP PERFORMANCES IN JUNIOR DIVISION 
(Based on aggregate & in excess of 100 runs and 10 wickets) 

 
BATTING 
NAME TEAM INNINGS NO AGGREGATE AVERAGE 
LIAM HERNE 12B 11 2 221 24.56 
BLAKE DUNCUM 12B 11 1 180 18.00 
WILL LAWSON 12B 10 0 147 14.70 
NICHOLAS CHAMBERLAIN 10C 9 0 138 15.33 
MICHAEL STUDDERT 10C 8 0 128 16.00 
RHYS MARLOW 10C 8 0 119 14.88 
KELLY ROLLESTON 12B 10 2 107 13.38 
ROBBIE FARNAN 12B 10 1 103 11.44 
MATTHEW CHRISTISON 12B 11 0 102 9.27 
 
BOWLING 
NAME TEAM OVERS MAIDENS WKTS RUNS E/RATE AVE 
KELLY ROLLESTON 12B 68.1 14 14 129 1.89 9.21 
LIAM HERNE 12B 59 14 13 130 2.20 10.00 
ROBBIE FARNAN 12B 42 4 12 148 3.52 12.33 
 
WICKET KEEPING 
TEAM NAME CATCHES STUMPINGS AGGR BYES AVE 

12B MATTHEW CHRISTISON 5 2 7 34 4.85 
 
FIELDING 
(Non-keeper) 
TEAM NAME CATCHES 

10C NICHOLAS CHAMBERLAIN 5 
12B WILL LAWSON 6 
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TOP PERFORMANCES IN INTERMEDIATE DIVISION 

(Based on aggregate & in excess of 150 runs and 15 wickets) 
 
 

BATTING 
NAME TEAM INNINGS NO AGGREGATE AVE 
CHRIS REEVES 16B 11 2 494 54.89 
CLINTON ALLEN 14D 13 3 362 36.20 
CARYN LEE ROLLESTON 14D 12 1 278 25.27 
RYAN CROOM 16B 9 1 269 33.63 
DANIEL WARD 14A 9 0 247 27.44 
JOSHUA CHRISTISON 16B 9 1 226 28.25 
PAUL BREMNER 16B 9 2 219 31.29 
BEN MARCIANTE 14A 10 0 215 21.50 
RYAN WOODLEY 16C 8 0 207 25.88 
GLENN CAUKILL 16C 8 0 197 24.63 
ANDREW HERNE 14A 8 2 196 32.67 
ALEXANDER SAMBUCO 14B 11 2 196 21.78 
BRENNAN JAMES 16B 7 1 176 29.33 
JAMES STONE 16B 10 0 172 17.20 
GREG INGS 16B 9 2 165 23.57 
 
 
BOWLING 
NAME TEAM OVERS MAIDENS WKTS RUNS E/RATE AVE 
RYAN MARLOW 14B 94 25 34 146 1.54 4.29 
MARK RICE 14A 84 15 27 223 2.65 8.26 
GLENN CAUKILL 16C 94.2 25 26 140 1.48 5.38 
JAMES STONE 16B 81.5 20 23 148 1.81 6.43 
ROWAN SCOTT 16C 80 19 23 150 1.87 6.52 
ANDREW HERNE 14A 105 33 23 160 1.52 6.96 
PAUL BREMNER 16B 88.1 27 23 213 2.41 9.26 
CALE HUBBARD 16C 69 14 20 131 1.89 6.55 
JOHN WATSON 14B 84.1 18 20 191 2.27 9.55 
CARYN LEE ROLLESTON 14D 63 14 18 157 2.49 8.72 
DALE BATES 16B 72.1 20 18 193 2.67 11.72 
GREG INGS 16B 68.5 22 16 141 2.05 8.81 
JORDAN DUNCAN 14B 92 36 15 121 1.31 8.07 
 
 
 
 

WICKET KEEPING 
TEAM NAME CATCHES STUMPINGS AGGR BYES AVE 

16B RYAN CROOM 11 0 11 26 2.36 
16C RYAN WOODLEY 8 0 8 41 5.12 
14A BRYCE DANELL 8 1 9 25 2.78 
14B ADAM SMITH 7 5 12 42 3.50 
14D MITCHELL ATTENBOROUGH 4 0 4 21 5.25 

 
 
 
 

FIELDING (Non-keeper) 
TEAM NAME CATCHES 

16B PAUL BREMNER, JOSHUA CHRISTISON & JAMES STONE 7 
16C ROWAN SCOTT 8 
14A BRYCE DAENELL & BEN MARCIANTE 7 
14B RYAN MARLOW 8 
14D CARYN LEE ROLLESTON 6 
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COSMO LIGHTING PLAYER OF THE ROUND 

 
 

JUNIOR DIVISION 
 

RND NAME TEAM PERFORMANCE 
1 LIAM HERNE 12B 34 
2 BLAKE DUNCUM 12B 44 
3 WILL LAWSON 12B 3 FOR 4 
4 NICK CHAMBERLIN 10C 10 & 2 FOR 5 
5 KELLY ROLLESTON 12B 40 & 4 FOR 31 
6 MATTHEW CHRISTISON 12B 51 
7 MICHAEL McFARLANE 10C 19 
8 DYLAN WALTON 10C 2 FOR 3 
9 ROBBIE FARNAN 12B 3 FOR 27 

10 JOSHUA KEDWELL 10C 16 
 
 

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION 
 

RND NAME TEAM PERFORMANCE 
1 CHRIS REEVES 16B 122 retired 
2 JAMES STONE 16B 6 FOR 8 
3 DEAN FENNER 16C 3 FOR 8 (HAT TRICK) 
4 RYAN WOODLEY 16C 84 
5 CARYN LEE ROLLESTON 14D 79 & 4 FOR 19 
6 
6 

RYAN CROOM 
MARK RICE 

16B 
14A 

108 retired 
5 FOR 48 & 46 

7 PAUL BREMNER 16B 5 FOR 25 
8 ROWAN SCOTT 16C 58 
9 GLEN CAUKILL 16C 6 FOR 5 & 3 FOR 6 

10 ANDREW HERNE 14A 76 & 3 FOR 6 
 
 
 

OUTSTANDING PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS 
JUNIOR & INTERMEDIATE DIVISIONS 

 
 

CENTURY MAKERS 
 
CHRIS REEVES (16B)  122 retired v Como Jannali  Round No.1 
RYAN CROOM (16B)  108 retired v Como Jannali  Round No.6 
CHRIS REEVES (16B)  104 retired v Como Jannali  Round No.6 
 

HAT TRICKS 
 
BRENDAN CURTIS (8A)  5 for 7  v Illawong Menai  Round No.10 
DEAN FENNER (16C)  3 for 8  v Sylvania   Round No.3 
 

FIVE WICKETS IN AN INNINGS 
 
GLENN CAUKILL (16C)  6 for 5  v Gymea Bay  Round No.9 
JAMES STONE (16B)  6 for 18  v St Patricks  Round No.2 
BRENDAN CURTIS (8A)  5 for 2  v Caringbah Sports  Round No.1 
BRENDAN CURTIS (8A)  5 for 7  v Illawong Menai  Round No.10 
RYAN MARLOW (14B)  5 for 9  v Illawong Menai  Round No.7 
RYAN MARLOW (14B)  5 for 15  v Illawong Menai  Round No.2 
GREG INGS (16B)  5 for 19  v Aquinas   Round No.5 
PAUL BREMNER (16B)  5 for 25  v St Patricks  Round No.7 
MARK RICE (14A)  5 for 48  v Caringbah Sports  Round No.7
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   MAJOR AWARD WINNERS 

(Junior & Intermediate Divisions) 
 

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION  
THE BARRY McMANUS TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Chris Reeves (16B) 
 

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
THE KEN TEVER TROPHY 

     
  Winner:  Rhys Marlow (10C)   

 
THE BOB PRICE ENCOURAGEMENT SHIELD 

 
  Winner:  Michael Bedford (14B)  

 
THE GREG HEFFERNAN FIELDING TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Ryan Marlow (14B)  

 
CLUB ALL ROUNDER  

THE IAN LATHAM TROPHY 
 

  Winner:  Chris Reeves (16B)  
 
  
 

PERFORMANCE AWARDS 
(Junior & Intermediate Divisions) 

 
JUNIOR BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE RAY NOAKES TROPHY 
 
  Winner:  Liam Herne (12B)  

 
JUNIOR BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE COL KEENAN TROPHY 
 
  Winner:  Kelly Rolleston (12B)  

 
JUNIOR WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE MIKE FORDYCE TROPHY 
 
  Winner:  Matthew Christison (12B)  
 

INTERMEDIATE BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 
THE RUSS WADDELL TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Chris Reeves (16B)  

 
INTERMEDIATE BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE ALF LEMMON TROPHY 
 
  Winner:  Ryan Marlow (14B)  

 
INTERMEDIATE WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE CLEM HEFFERNAN TROPHY 
 
  Winner:  Adam Smith (14B)  
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SPECIAL CLUB AWARDS 

 
MOST IMPROVED JUNIOR & INTERMEDIATE TEAM 

THE BOB VANNAN TROPHY 
 

Winner: 14B Team (Coach: Robbie Knight, Ass-Coach: Wade Horsnell & Manager: Bruce Smith)  
 

CLUB MEMBER OF THE YEAR 
THE VAL TEVER TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Tony Gleeson & Ken Newman  
 

EDCC BRADMAN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 
 
  Winners: Nathan Loder (14A) & Kelly Rolleston (12B)  
 

CLUB SERVICE AWARDS 
 
5 YEARS:  Matthew Launt (12B), Cameron Heard (14A), Jordan Duncan (14B), Colin Berry 

(A1), Chris Linley (A1), Daniel Slade (B1), Clive Beardow (B3), Ed Bullock (B3), 
Tod Skevington (B3), Brendan Smith (B4) & David Ince (B8) 

  
10 YEARS:  Michael Daley (B1) & Matthew Newman (B8) 
  
 
20 YEARS: Allan Lofthouse (B8) 
 
 

EDCC APPRECIATION AWARD 
 
5 YEARS COACHING:  Steve Chapman  & Gordon Scott 
 
 
 
 
 “TRIBUTE” 

EDCC thanks COSMO LIGHTING (CARLTON) for its continuing support of 
local cricket. It has been a major sponsor of our club for 11 years and its 
generosity has enabled us to undertake various projects confident in the knowledge 
that what we were pursuing was financially viable. Cosmo’s yearly assistance while 
not taken for granted is highly valued.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INDIVIDUAL TEAM AWARD WINNERS 
SENIOR DIVISION 

 

 

TEAM BATSMAN BOWLER ALL ROUNDER 
A1 GREG HEFFERNAN DREW LAKE  
B1 GEOFF MORRIS PAUL WADDELL  
B2 RYAN McLAUCHLAN BRETT ADAMS  
B3 MICHAEL SMITH TOD SKEVINGTON  
B4 BRETT MARTIN BRETT MARTIN BRETT MARTIN 
B6 MICHAEL LAVALLEE CHRIS NELSON  
B8 PAUL DIXON PAUL DIXON PAUL DIXON 
B9 TIM RUSSELL STUART DIBB CHRIS JACKSON 
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TOP PERFORMANCES IN SENIOR DIVISION 

(Based on aggregate & in excess of 200 runs and 20 wickets) 
 
BATTING 
 
NAME TEAM INNINGS NO AGGREGATE AVERAGE 
GREG HEFFERNAN A1 11 2 508 56.44 
MICHAEL LAVALLEE B6 11 0 372 33.82 
PAUL DIXON B8 14 0 353 25.21 
TROY CLIFFORD B6 15 2 320 24.61 
GEOFF MORRISS B1 7 1 271 45.17 
DREW LAKE A1 12 0 242 20.17 
TIM RUSSELL B9 13 1 228 19.00 
RYAN McLAUCHLAN B2 10 0 227 22.70 
MATTEHW BARNES B1 13 0 219 16.85 
BRETT MARTIN B4 10 0 209 20.90 
CHRIS JACKSON B9 10 1 204 22.67 
JASON RADFORD B1 14 1 201 15.46 
 
 
BOWLING 
 
NAME TEAM OVERS MAIDENS WKTS RUNS AVE 
BRETT MARTIN* B4 159 39 44 368 8.36 
PAUL DIXON B8 142.5 33 44 428 9.72 
SAM DIXON B8 115.4 24 33 367 11.12 
PAUL WADDELL B1 104.1 18 30 334 11.13 
STUART DIBB B9 66.1 10 23 249 10.83 
CHRIS JACKSON B9 86 10 21 249 11.86 
TOD SKEVINGTON B3 84.2 15 21 260 12.38 
REECE PENINTON B8 94.4 14 21 273 13.00 
MATTHEW SAMBUCO* B4 81 18 20 224 11.20 
NOTE: *INCLUDES WICKETS TAKEN IN ALL GRADES 
 
WICKET KEEPING 
 
TEAM NAME CATCHES STUMPINGS AGGR 

A1 JEREMY VICKERS 9 1 10 
B1 GRAHAM PRICE 6 0 6 
B2 RYAN McLAUCHLAN 11 2 13 
B3 JONATHON WRIGHT 12 0 12 
B4 NOT RECORDED    
B6 CHRIS MORELAND 20 4 24 
B8 CHRIS WARD 7 0 7 
B9 ANDREW HYDE 8 0 8 

 
 
 
 
TEAM PERFORMANCES  
(aggregate/ full match performances) 
TEAM BEST BATSMAN  BEST BOWLER  BEST FIELDSMAN  

(Catches, non-keeper) 
 

A1 GREG HEFFERNAN 508 DREW LAKE 17 J. BONSER & G. KNOWLES 8 
B1 GEOFF MORRIS 271 PAUL WADDELL 30 G. MORRIS 7 
B2 RYAN McLAUCHLAN 227 BRETT ADAMS 18 STEWART VELLA 6 
B3 MICHAEL SMITH 166 TOD SKEVINGTON 21 MICHAEL SMITH 7 
B4 BRETT MARTIN 209 BRETT MARTIN 40 NOT RECORDED  
B6 MICHAEL LAVALLEE 372 CHRIS NELSON 15 CHRIS NELSON 4 
B8 PAUL DIXON 353 PAUL DIXON 44 PAUL DIXON 7 
B9 TIM RUSSELL 228 STUART DIBB 23 STUART DIBB 7 
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OUTSTANDING PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

 
CENTURY MAKERS 

 
GEOFF MORRISS (B1)  109 no  v Loftus   Round No.4 
ADAM LOGAN (B4)  109  v Caringbah Inn  Round No.2 
TROY CLIFFORD (B6)  102 no  v St. Patricks  Round No.10 

 
 

 
SEVEN WICKETS IN AN INNINGS 

 
BRETT MARTIN (B4)  7 for 10  v St. John Bosco  Round No.13 
PAUL WADDELL (B1)  7 for 17  v Loftus   Round No.4 
REECE PENINTON (B8)  7 for 22  v Gymea Bay  Round No.13 
SAM DIXON (B8)  7 for 31  v St. John Bosco  Round No.1 

 

 
 

MAJOR AWARD WINNERS 
SENIOR DIVISION 

 
 

SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION 
THE HARRY ROBBINS TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Greg Heffernan (A1)  

 
 

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR IN MEN’S CRICKET 
THE BILL KNOWLES TROPHY 

 
  Winner:  Adam Logan (B4)  
 

 
SENIOR BATTING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE DREW LAKE TROPHY 
 

  Winner:  Greg Heffernan (A1)  
 

 
SENIOR BOWLING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

THE JOHN CARLISLE TROPHY 
 

  Winner:  Brett Martin (B4)    
 

 
SENIOR WICKET KEEPING PERFORMANCE AWARD 

EDCC TROPHY 
 

  Winner:  Chris Moreland (B6)  
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COSMO LIGHTING SENIOR PLAYER OF THE ROUND 

 
RND NAME TEAM PERFORMANCE 

1 SAM DIXON B8 7 FOR 31 
2 ADAM LOGAN B4 109 
3 CHRIS JACKSON B9 29 & 46 / 3-23 & 3-15 
4 GEOFF MORRISS B1 109 N/O 
5 BRETT MARTIN B4 5 FOR 15 
6 GREG HEFFERNAN A1 70 
7 CHRIS LINLEY A1 54 
8 DREW LAKE A1 36 & 4 FOR 27 
9 PAUL WADDELL B1 6 FOR 24 

10 TROY CLIFFORD B6 102 N/O 
11 NEIL BERNIE B4 77 N/O 
12 STUART DIBB B9 4 FOR 12 
13 PAUL DIXON B8 88 & 5 FOR 31 
14 WILL WOOSTER A1 49 

 

2004/05 SEASON SENIOR COMPETITION DETAILS 
 

SSCA COMPETITION POINTS SCORE 

 
SSCA FINAL RESULTS 

 

A1 GRADE  A2 GRADE  A3 GRADE  
GYMEA BAY NO.2 
CARINGBAH INN 
LOFTUS 
COMO JANNALI 
GYMEA BAY NO.1 
ENGADINE 
ROYAL CREST 

84 
80 
66 
54 
49 
47 
46 

MIRANDA MAGPIES 
TAREN POINT 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
CARINGBAH INN 
SUSC 
ST. GEORGE LEAGUES CLUB 

80 
74 
65 
64 
54 
52 
30 

COMO JANNALI 
ROYAL CREST 
HEATHCOTE 
MIRANDA RANGERS 
CARINGBAH DLS 
TAREN POINT 
SUSC 

70 
69 
64 
59 
55 
55 
54 

B1 GRADE  B2 GRADE  B3 GRADE  
GYMEA BAY 
KAREELA GOLF CLUB 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
CRONULLA SEAGULLS 
LOFTUS 
ENGADINE 
GWALEY OLD BOYS 

84 
73 
69 
63 
59 
48 
42 

GYMEA BAY NO.2 
MARTON 
HEATHCOTE 
GYMEA BAY NO.1 
ENGADINE 
COMO JANNALI 
CRONULLA SEAGULLS 

61 
58 
58 
50 
39 
33 
0 

MIRANDA MAGPIES 
MARTON 
GYMEA BAY 
HEATHCOTE 
MIRANDA RSL 
ENGADINE 
ILLAWONG MENAI 

78 
74 
64 
62 
55 
47 
45 

B4 GRADE  B5 GRADE  B6 GRADE  
ENGADINE 
GYMEA BAY 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
CARINGBAH INN 
ST PATRICKS 
CRONULLA SEAGULLS 
ST JOHN BOSCO 

102 
78 
72 
63 
51 
32 
27 

ST PATRICKS 
AQUINAS 
LOFTUS 
HEATHCOTE 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
TAREN POINT 
GYMEA BAY 

85 
81 
78 
52 
48 
48 
44 

COMO JANNALI 
ST PATRICKS 
ILLAWONG MENAI 
GYMEA BAY 
SUSC 
CARINGBAH INN 
ENGADINE 

109 
80 
72 
54 
51 
48 
23 

B7 GRADE  B8 GRADE  B9 GRADE  
ST PATRICKS 
COMO JANNALI 
CARINGBAH DLS 
TAREN POINT 
CARINGBAH SPORTS 
ILLAWONG MENAI NO.1 
ILLAWONG MENAI NO.2 

96 
79 
73 
63 
54 
37 
19 

ST JOHN BOSCO 
HEATHCOTE 
MIRANDA MAGPIES 
ENGADINE 
CARINGBAH SPORTS 
GYMEA BAY 
ILLAWONG MENAI 

78 
69 
68 
66 
52 
50 
43 

MIRANDA MAGPIES 
ILLAWONG MENAI NO.1 
ST JOHN BOSCO 
ENGADINE 
ILLAWONG MENAI NO.2 
LOFTUS 
AQUINAS 

80 
76 
62 
60 
56 
39 
33 

GRADE PREMIERS SCORE Vs RUNNERS UP SCORE 
A1 CARINGBAH INN   GYMEA BAY NO.2  
A2 TAREN POINT 10- 130  MIRANDA MAGPIES 10-98 
A3 COMO JANNALI 5-90  ROYAL CREST 10-89 
B1 KAREELA GOLF CLUB 4-102  GYMEA BAY 10-99 
B2 HEATHCOTE 10-64 & 0-46  GYMEA BAY 10-68 & 10-37 
B3 MARTON 10-188  MIRANDA MAGPIES 10-125 
B4 ENGADINE 10-98  GYMEA BAY 10-94 
B5 ST PATRICKS 9-127  AQUINAS 10-110 
B6 COMO JANNALI 9-172  ST PATRICKS 10-80 
B7 ST PATRICKS 4-158  COMO JANNALI 10-153 
B8 ST JOHN BOSCO 10-183  HEATHCOTE 10-153 
B9 MIRANDA MAGPIES 10-128  ILLAWONG MENAI NO.1 10-106 
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SSCA 2004/2005 FINAL SCOREBOARD 

 
   B4 ENGADINE v GYMEA BAY 

AT GWAWLEY NORTH OVAL – 5 & 6 MARCH 2005 
 

Engadine 
S. Slack  caught  w/k  bowled  Chaplin  43 
S. Brandman bowled       Chaplin  2 
C. Turner lbw      Chaplin  0 
S. Andrews caught  w/k  bowled  Chaplin  0 
R. Smith  bowled      Chaplin  0 
M. Durie bowled      Chaplin  0 
B. Martin not out        36 
D. Andrews caught  w/k  bowled  Chaplin  3 
A. Logan run out        0 
G. Herne bowled      Franklin  1 
N. Birnie caught    bowled  Vanderpol 7 
          92 
Sundries:     (b-2 lb-3 w-1 nb-0)  6 
Total:                          10 for 98 
FOW: 15, 31, 31, 35, 43, 54, 62, 64, 73 & 98 
Batting Time: 180 mins Overs: 41.5 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
M. Chaplin  21  8  33  7 
K. Barden  8  1  29  0 
J. Franklin  11  1  24  1 
M. Vanderpol  1.5  0  7  1 
 
Gymea Bay 
K. Barden bowled      Logan  31 
J. Franklin caught  Herne  bowled  Martin  7 
A. Leddy caught  Durie  bowled  Turner  5 
G. Kaly  caught  D. Andrews bowled  Slack  1 
D. Barden bowled      S. Andrews 20 
J. Treacy bowled      Slack  0 
M. Chaplin caught  Birnie  bowled  Logan  5 
M. Hobman caught  D. Andrews bowled  Martin  2 
R. Casey bowled      Martin  0 
W. Bray  not out        5 
M. Vanderpol bowled      Martin  1 
          77 
Sundries:     (b-5 lb-6 w-4 nb-2)  17 
Total:            10 for 94 
FOW: 31, 45, 48, 52, 52, 68, 78, 87, 88 & 94 
Batting Time: 168 mins Overs: 38 
 
Bowler   Overs  Maidens Runs  Wickets 
B. Martin  14  2  27  4 
A. Logan  12  1  21  2 
C. Turner  3  0  17  1 
S. Slack   6  2  7  2 
S. Andrews  3  0  11  1 
 
 
 

B4 PLAYER OF THE FINAL 
Brett Martin 
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TEAM REPORTS 

(Junior, Intermediate & Senior) 
 
 
 
8A TEAM REPORT 
 
 
THE TEAM: - Joshua Berry, Matthew Berry, Aaron Burn, Brendan Curtis, Joshua Johnston, 

Nathan Marciante & Liam Nelson. 
 
With seven players for the season, some new, some old, the team pulled together weekly to 
play some brilliant cricket. These boys can hold their heads high. Not only did they learn to 
find the gaps while batting, sometimes against a team of nine or ten fielders, they also learnt 
how to field and chase the ball which saw their skill levels improve through out the season. 
Seeing the smiles and eagerness every week made this coach very proud. A job well done 
boys. 
 
Many thanks go to the parents, grandparents, scorers and cheer girls for all their support 
through out the season. 
  
JOSH BERRY: The youngest of them all – 5 years of age. Every week he played his heart 
out. Josh’s big day arrived when he hit his first run, you would have thought he had scored a 
century. Josh has a good throwing arm and his bowling improved with every game. 
  
MATTHEW BERRY: Matt was always a pleasure to coach. His batting and fielding 
improved greatly from last year. Matt was one of the players who contributed on weekly basis 
toward runs and wickets. 
  
AARON BURN: This was Aaron’s first year of cricket. He settled quickly into the game, 
developing skills required for batting, bowling and fielding with confidence. Hope to see you 
again next year. 
  
BRENDAN CURTIS: The first of our all rounders. Brendan excelled at bowling especially 
taking a hat trick against Illawong – the same team as last year. Always willing to learn to 
improve his game, which was shown on the field week in, and week out. 
  
JOSHUA JOHNSTON: Joshua is an enthusiastic member of the team. Taking a memorable 
catch, showed Josh had exceptional hand – eye co-ordination. Able to make runs when 
needed. Keep smiling Josh, see you next year. 
  
NATHAN MARCIANTE: Our teams other all rounder. Nathan has the ability to hit the ball 
into gaps, has the ability to frustrate the opposition with his bowling and he excelled in the 
field. Nath you will do well in the 10’s – remember listen to the coach! 
  
LIAM NELSON: The team’s quiet achiever. Liam’s ability to bat, bowl and wicket keep 
improved steadily throughout the season. Liam was always listening to advice and his 
favourite fielding position was square leg. 
 
Anthony Marciante. 
 
COACH – ANTHONY MARCIANTE      MANAGER – KIM NELSON 
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8B TEAM REPORT 
 
 
THE TEAM: - Jake Goulding, Brayden Heffernan, Jacob Heffernan, Thomas Meyer, Michael 

Phelps, Mitchell Sargeant, Dylan Smith & Lachlan Smith. 
 
For all of the boys this was their first season as budding junior cricket stars. As the new kids on the 
block they all showed enthusiasm and enjoyment when playing the game. 
 
All the boys showed their potential and skill right from the very first game. As a result we started the 
season on a winning streak. Six boys started the season, six became eight and eight became seven. 
 
Each of the boys brought their own special blend of cricket, which added to the teams’ fun and 
enjoyment.  
 
JAKE GOULDING: Safety first was not always his option and it was not hard to see why Jake wore a 
helmet. This matched his style of play, always willing to have a go and get involved. Jake hit the ball 
hard and had a beautiful hooking style. He loved showing how to swing the willow and enjoyed 
making the runs. 
 
THOMAS MEYER: The latest import invented a unique style of bowling by aiming between his 
middle and index finger before releasing the ball. He often bowled straight, usually finding middle 
stump. This bowling made him the centre of attention when he got a team hat trick. Perhaps he was 
studying the bowling in the South African / England test. 
 
MICHAEL PHELPS: His confidence started slowly but he soon over came this and proved that he 
could bowl better spin than the coach. His fielding was also at the forefront and he led the way for the 
rest of the boys. Despite this he became our export in a late season move north of the border. We lost 
out in this deal. Good Luck. 
 
BRAYDEN HEFFERNAN: Despite being an identical twin he showed that he was an individual and 
was determined to succeed in all aspects of cricket. This was evident during training when he showed 
that practice makes perfect. Implementing this practice on the field he showed pace and accuracy in his 
bowling. 
 
JACOB HEFFERNAN: An individual as well he matched his brother and his team mates on all levels 
of ability. He was an asset on the field taking lots of classic catches. He had a good all round game and 
was always keen to get onto the pitch and score some runs.  
He frustrated the opposition on lots of occasions.   
 
LACHLAN SMITH: Despite having to have his passport stamped and written permission to play for 
the mighty Engadine Dragons he proved his worth as a fiery and at times a little misdirected bowler. 
Opposition batsmen where introduced to fear early - when he hit the ball it stayed hit. He slept, ate and 
harassed to play cricket. 
 
MITCHELL SARGEANT: Although a late starter to the game he soon showed that he had cricketing 
potential and insight for the sport of gentlemen. He became the teams left hander, and he showed how 
he could add to the teams’ dimensions with valuable skills for all areas of the game. 
 
DYLAN SMITH: He was the youngest of the team showing that age was no match for skill. Having 
an older brother who used him as target practice in backyard cricket benefited him by adding to his 
tenacity and willingness to learn. He added to the team structure showing that you don’t need age or 
height for cricketing ability. 
 
THE COACH: This was my first season as a coach. I was honoured to coach such a special group of 
future cricket stars. They are a true testament to the Engadine Dragons. Thank you to all the parents for 
their support, faith and much appreciated help coaching and scoring during the 2004 – 2005 cricket 
season. Good Luck to all the boys and their families for the future. 
 
Michael Smith.            
 
COACH – MICHAEL SMITH    MANAGER – LEANNE HEFFERNAN 
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10C TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Nicholas Chamberlain  
    BOWLER:   Rhys Marlow 
    MOST CONSISTENT: Michael Studdert 

MOST IMPROVED: Caitlyn Herne 
 
THE TEAM: - Tim Berry, Nicholas Chamberlain, Thomas Dowd, Caitlyn Herne, Joshua Kedwell, 

Rhys Marlow, Joshua McFarlane, Michael McFarlane, Jackson Micallef, Christopher 
Pendergast, Michael Studdert & Dylan Walton. 

 
Firstly I would like to thank the players for an enjoyable season, your effort week in and week out was 
exceptional. At the beginning of the year we set out to become better cricket players and we all 
achieved that goal. Every one of you gave 100% each week and that is all I could ask of you. We didn’t 
win as many games as we should had but we played attacking cricket often scoring a lot more runs but 
loosing just a few to many wickets. Thanks to all the parents for your help and support each week. It 
made my job a lot easier. Thanks to Rick for being a well organised manager and for stepping in and 
coaching when I couldn’t make it. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 
 
To finish off what a way to finish the season and win the club championship for the club a great effort 
to win the game on the last ball of the day. To see the smile on all your faces is what cricket is all 
about. 
 
I hope to see you all back next year. 
 
TOM DOWD: Tom had a good solid season with the bat and ball. His bowling was the big improver 
his season, with Tom taking some handy wickets (3) at crucial times. A good fielder who never 
allowed the ball go past him. He shows a lot of potential with his batting. Well done Tom keep working 
hard on your game. 
 
CAITLYN HERNE: She has the best defensive technique in the team. Caitlyn scored a few runs and 
didn’t get out often either. She batted well in her partnerships. Bowling was her secret weapon, always 
hitting a good length taking 7 wickets at crucial stages often against the opposition better batters. She is 
a good fielder with a good arm. Great season Caitlyn, we hope to see you back next year. 
 
JACKSON MICALLEF: Performed well throughout the season with some accurate bowling, which 
ended with him taking 5 wickets. As our opener he got the side away to many a good start with his 
good shot selection. He took some great catches in close. Great work Jacko you had a good season.  
 
NICHOLAS CHARMBERLAIN: Nick had a great year with both the bat and the ball. His batting 
was his strength with great shots played all around the ground. Not afraid to hit over the top. Your 
bowling was excellent as well. Always bowling fast and at the stumps, getting 8 wickets, all of which 
were bowled. It shows how accurate you were. A great fielder with a strong arm, taking 5 catches. Nick 
has a real future in the game if you keep working hard. Great year Nick.  
 
DYLAN WALTON: One of our more consistent players with the bat and the ball. Dylan bowled well 
all year taking 6 wickets and not conceding may runs. Always getting the ball on the stumps. Dylan’s a 
capable batter who didn’t get our many times and scored runs consistently. A good leg side player who 
always gives 100%. He is also a good fielder in any position who has a strong arm also taking 2 fine 
catches. Great season Dylan. 
 
TIM BERRY: Tim was our wicket keeper and what a great job he did. Standing up over the stumps to 
our quick bowlers and affected a couple of stumping, as well as taking the odd catch. His batting was 
solid with Tim playing some great shots on the leg side. He started to work in the offside play as the 
season went on. He showed potential with his bowling. Tim we love the flick and catch as you run in to 
bowl. Keep working hard on your keeping as I think you have a big future in that position. 
 
CHRIS PENDERGAST: Chris started the year off a little slowly but as the year progressed his 
bowling was outstanding. Always getting the ball on the stumps using your height to get extra bounce, 
making it difficult to score off. Chris all the hard work you put into your batting paid off as well. You 
played some great innings, which featured some awesome hook shots. A handy fielder with a strong 
arm. Well done Chris you were a pleasure to coach. 
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JOSHUA KEDWELL: Josh had a good 1st year in cricket. His is a player who can bat, bowl and 
field to very competitive standards. His batting when he put his mind to it was brilliant. A strong leg 
side player with the ability to hit boundaries. Josh’s bowling became more consistent the longer the 
season went on, taking 7 wickets. Josh consistently put the ball on the stumps and was very difficult to 
score off. Joshua is a gifted fielder who took some unbelievable catches. Great effort Josh. 
 
MICHAEL McFARLANE: Michael had a consistent year in all aspects of the game. His bowling was 
always on the stumps never giving the opposition anything to hit. He took 5 wickets but bowled well 
enough to take a lot more. His batting in partnership with Mick Studdert was awesome with Michael’s 
placement a feature. He is a great runner between the wickets. Who always put pressure on the fielding 
side. A solid fielder who affected a number of run outs with direct hits. Michael has a big future in the 
game. Great year Michael. 
 
JOSHUA McFARLANE: Joshua’s game improved out of sight as the year progressed. A solid batter 
who worked hard on his defence. He developed some good shots and scores some handy runs in tight 
situations. Josh’s bowling improved game by game, not giving many runs away but taking a few 
wickets (2). A handy fielder with a strong arm. Good work Joshua. 
 
RHYS MARLOW: A young kid with a big future in the game. Considering Rhys hadn’t played 
cricket before he had a great year. His batting was consistently solid. He has the ability to play on both 
sides of the wicket with confidence. Rhys has the ability to swing the ball and still control his line and 
length. He regularly put the ball in the right spot and was rewarded with 9 wickets. A good fielder who 
can field in any position. He took 4 catches. Great year Rhys. 
 
MICHAEL STUDDERT: Another player who shone out in his 1st year, a complete all rounder.  A 
entertaining batter who loves to hit the ball as hard as he can with the ball regularly going to the 
boundary. A good runner between the wickets always putting pressure on the fielders. A solid bowler 
who line is always on the stumps, he took 5 wickets for the year. A great fielder who took 3 catches 
and effected a few run outs with direct hits. Great work Michael. 
 
ALEX GILBERT: Alex left us before Xmas but still was an important part of our team, scoring some 
handy runs and taking some crucial wickets with his spin bowling. A handy fielder who always gave 
100% great work Alex. 
 
Nicole Dowd. 
 
COACH – NICOLE DOWD           MANAGER – RICK DOWD 
 
 

12B TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Liam Herne 
    BOWLER:   Kelly Rolleston 
    TEAM PLAYER:  Will Lawson 
    MOST IMPROVED: Jay Reynolds 

ALL ROUNDER:  Matthew Chistison 
ALL ROUNDER:  Robbie Farnan   
ALL ROUNDER:  Liam Herne   
ALL ROUNDER:  Kelly Rolleston 

      
PREMIERS 

     
THE TEAM: - Will Lawson (Capt), Matthew Christison (V/Capt), Mitchell Cox, Blake Duncum, 

Robbie Farnan, Dion Gover, Will Harding, Liam Herne, Mark Kidd, Matthew Launt, 
Jay Reynolds & Kelly Rolleston. 

 
The 2004-2005-cricket season, proved to be extremely successful for the Engadine Dragons Cricket 
Club, with the 12B’s doing their part to assure that the Dragons won the club championship. The 12B’s 
were one of five Dragons sides to not only reach the grand final but to win the monumental event also. 
This is a defining moment in the clubs history and its nice to know that through sheer perseverance and 
fantastic all round team efforts, the members of the 12B cricket side played a pivotal role in achieving 
this historic feat.  
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As previously mentioned, the team persevered, never giving up, believing in their ability and 
encouraging each other to succeed. This was evident not only during the games but at the practice 
sessions also, where a tremendous sense of team spirit was achieved. The other encouraging aspect of 
their success was that everyone in the team gave one hundred and ten percent of themselves in every 
situation, not for individual success but so the team could benefit from their efforts, as they did. All 
members of the team are to be commended for their exemplary behaviour at training and during the 
games. I would like to thank each and every member of the 12B cricket side, as your contributions on 
and of the playing field were much appreciated, and I wish all of you ‘all the very best’ in your future 
endeavours. 
 
I would also like to thank all of the parents for your support during the season, as it was an integral part 
of the team’s success. Special thankyou to those parents who made special contributions to the running 
of events on Saturday mornings, your efforts were very much appreciated. I would like to extend my 
gratitude to Donna and Peter Farnan who looked after proceedings in my absence. And finally I would 
like to thank and congratulate Will Lawson who captained the side and Matthew Christison who was 
vice captain and captain in Will’s absence. Your enthusiasm and the manner in which you both played 
the game set an exemplary example for everyone to follow. 
A job well done by ALL! 
 
Braiden Gilbert. 
 
The Final: The team thoroughly deserved their place in the final. Their form had been on the up since 
Christmas and they capped it off with a nail-biting victory in round 10 against Como, thus securing a 
place in the final. 
 
We were presented with a super day for playing cricket, the kids were well prepared and looking 
reasonably relaxed. A few words of encouragement at the beginning and then on to the toss. Having 
taken good advice we were prepared to bat first, but to our horror the call went against us. To our utter 
amazement Gymea sent us in, what a relief! The innings started briskly with Will L and Matt C reaping 
maximum results from the bad balls. A nice little opening partnership was broken all too early again. 
Partnerships were building but as is the way in cricket sometimes, wickets fell steadily. Robbie batted 
well for 30 minutes, again falling a little unluckily as did Will earlier. Liam and Blake started another 
promising partnership only to see Blake fall to an injudicious shot. Kelly chipped in with a well-
compiled 19 and looked set for a big score only to be run out. Liam followed with another run out after 
a game high 27. Matt L caught the disease and yet another run out eventuated bringing the opposition 
back into the game. Oh dear, oh dear! Mitch started well, hooking a nice ball to the boundary, but alas 
not long after saw the sticks rattled. Will H and Jay supported well whilst trying to complete the 50 
overs; Mark did his job well and remained not out at the closure. They had 150 in them, 130 would 
have closed Gymea out of the game; instead Engadine posted 114, still a very competitive total in a 
final. 
 
By lunchtime the heat and humidity were rising; it was becoming rather stifling out in the centre. How 
would Engadine react to the conditions and defend their score? Gymea’s innings began in similar style, 
the runs flowing too easily and a few too many sundries. Worrying signs were evident until Will 
bowled probably his best delivery all year, starting the ball outside off stump, swinging in and taking 
out the opener’s leg stump. Sensational stuff! Had the black and white at the bowler’s end mightily 
impressed. Engadine’s spirits were lifted and so the procession started. Their fielding lifted, their 
enthusiasm lifted, their encouragement lifted. Yes, there was some ordinary bowling at times, but each 
bowler was encouraged, made adjustments and reaped rewards. Matt C and Blake kept wickets 
superbly, best display all season. The catching was a sight to behold. Particular mention has to go to 
Dion, taking two extremely difficult catches, the ones that come off the bat spinning at a million miles 
an hour. Can’t leave Liam out of that one too, taking 2 very difficult catches with the sun in his eyes on 
both occasions. He also bowled superbly taking 2 key wickets. Mitch, Jay and Matt L also chipped in 
with vital wickets at crucial times. And so to what I see as a superb piece of captaincy. Gymea were 7 
for 60 odd and Robbie brought on to bowl. He was too tight in his action, resulting in quick runs. What 
to do? Will continued with him but after over 2 it was getting worse. But Rob had bowled 2 worrying 
deliveries at the end of over 2 to the key batsmen. Will had a huge decision to make, full of risk that 
might have led to defeat. He opted for one more over, the pressure was really on and the wicket came. 
What a relief! That is the beauty of cricket and to Will’s credit he kept the entire team focussed 
throughout Gymea’s innings. Even at wicket number 9 he urged the kids to keep their heads, that the 
game was far from over. So, to the last wicket and Kelly was brought back into the attack. A wise 
decision, she has a knack of knocking off the last batsman in the first over of a new spell. And that is 
how it panned out again. Gymea all out for 86.  
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Why did Engadine win: simple, they played as a team. What a joy watching these kids celebrate! 
Gymea were gracious in defeat, and to tell the truth there wasn’t much between these sides all season. 
It was a worthy final! And player of the match went to Liam for his superb all round contribution. 
 
Once again many thanks to Braiden for his dedication to coaching the kids, not an easy task keeping 
this bunch focussed, but the effort paid off. Special thanks to all the parents for being there for the kids 
at training, game days and of course the final. Thanks to the scorers, the field markers, the report 
writers, kit handlers and drinks waiters. And a huge thank you to Donna for her organisation during the 
season, all successful teams not only need a good coach but a well-organised manager makes a world 
of difference as well.  
 
It’s a pity this team will be split up next season. I could see towards the end of the season how well 
they were starting to gel as a unit. Each individual supported the other no matter what happened, they 
showed excellent sportsmanship (ably demonstrated by Blake in signalling a close-call four in the 
final), it didn’t matter if someone’s form dropped, if the opposition seemed to be getting on top, 
playing as a team overcame these challenges. 
 
Thanks to the committee for their organisation and support this season. And a big congratulations to the 
club for their outstanding achievements this year.  
 
All the best guys and girls in your cricketing pursuits. It’s a great game that can teach you a lot about 
life. 
 
Peter Farnan. 
 
COACH – BRAIDEN GILBERT         ASS-COACH – PETER FARNAN         MANAGER – DONNA FARNAN 
  
 
 
14A TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Daniel Ward  
    BOWLER:   Mark Rice 
    TEAM PLAYER:  Bryce Daenell 
    MOST IMPROVED: Sam Newman  
    ALL ROUNDER:  Andrew Herne 
       

MINOR PREMIERS & PREMIERS 
 
THE TEAM: - Daniel Ward (Capt), Andrew Jones (V/Capt), Bryce Daenell, Michael Dumbrell, 

Cameron Heard, Andrew Herne, Matthew Hoff, Ben Latham, Nathan Loder, Ben 
Marciante, Sam Newman & Mark Rice. 

 
Firstly congratulations to the mighty Engadine Dragons in winning the prestigious club championship, 
a major feat when one considers that we had only one competitive side in “A” grade, which makes the 
goal all the more harder to accomplish. 100% is as good as it gets. To my boys bringing up the trifecta 
in the 10,12 and 14 all in A grade finals was just outstanding and a credit to all of you for the hard 
work put in for the past seven months. The old saying that “you only get out of something what you put 
in” was never so true. 
 
Our season commenced with absolute thrillers in two of our first three games, although just falling over 
the line on both occasions it formed an early cohesive bond and a real self-belief in our ability, whilst at 
the same time did nothing for the on lookers nerves. The side smoothly changed up a couple of gears 
during the season and any anxious moments in the former part of the year were soon displaced with 
new found confidence in the latter stages of the year.  
 
Our batting this year sometimes showed cases of the yips particularly against Gymea in a debacle of 
only 52. This was our lowest innings in five seasons together and curiously the only time all season, 
including the final we were actually bowled out! Apart from that hiccup Daniel Ward compiled 253 
runs, Ben Marciante 237 and Andrew Herne an even 200 with all others contributing well.  
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Our bowling sadly missed the thunderbolts of Daniel Ward for the entire season however Andrew 
Herne with 23 wickets (plus 4 in the final) took on Daniel’s mantle admirably to terror the opposition 
with sheer pace and accuracy. Our spin trio again bamboozled our opponents with Mark Rice leading 
the way taking a phenomenal 27 wickets (plus 2 in the final). Our fielding commenced a little ordinary 
I thought but the increased intensity at training made them far superior to all our competitors.  
Our two wicket keepers Nathan Loder and Bryce Daenell (both rep keepers) blended smoothly into the 
mix. The difference between our opponents and us was our depth in all facets of the game; the 
coaching staff certainly had an abundance of riches to work with.    
 
Again thanks to our manager Steve Jones, our work horses Ian Latham, Peter Ward and Harry Robbins 
for your huge input for now the fifth year that I have been associated with this fine side. Thanks to 
Stuart Slack for your time in our lead work to the final, it certainly primed the boys for better things. 
Thanks again to the parents for your backing and the great gift of the travel case for Barbara (Mrs. 
Pendo) and my trip to England for the last two “Ashes” tests in August and September. I can assure 
everyone our tragic companions on the “Cricket Tragic’s” tour will be told of it’s history, no doubt by 
then we all batted and kept like “Gilly”, bowled like “ooah ah” McGrath and “Warney” and all fielded 
like “Punter” Ponting. Our fellow travellers will have nowhere to hide from our boy’s success with our 
seats in the stands, planes and bus trips all allocated!  
 
To The Boys: Just great guys. All trained/played hard and fair, always showing courtesy to the 
opposition, umpires and peers and in so doing deserved all the accolades that came with such a 
successful year as this. To our skipper Daniel Ward your captaincy was outstanding. Your calmness 
(on the outside at least) and judgement in bowling changes and field placements were precise. At times 
I questioned a few things from beyond the boundary only to be proven you’re on field judgements were 
again correct. Congratulations again to all of you.  
 
DANIEL WARD (Captain): Skipper Ward although unable to bowl excelled with the bat and was our 
top scorer with 253 runs. With successive scores of 62, 41, 40 and 57 he really bludgeoned bowling 
attacks. Dan’s power batting was awesome, his driving and hooking being totally demoralizing for 
opposing bowlers. Will be back next season resuming his “big quick” mantle. Dan has a real cricket 
brain and reads the game well and will go a long way in cricket. Daniel had the equal highest tally of 
catches with 7.  
 
BRYCE DAENELL: Our regular opening bat and one of our wicket keepers, Bryce really worked 
hard on his game this past season. Played many gutsy knocks but nothing as valuable as his 28 and 51 
in the last two rounds ensuring our place as minor premiers. His no frills gritty keeping was a stand out 
taking many diving, scrambling saves down the leg side keeping our sundries to a minimum. In the 
field (non wicket keeper) equaled the top count with 7, some of acrobatic brilliance, with gloves a 
further 9 with 1 stumping. Performed just as efficiently in Sutherland’s rep Moore Shield side. 
 
MICHAEL DUMBRELL: Michael is a genuine all round cricketer. Bowls mediums around second 
change, is an explosive middle to lower order batsman with tremendous strength equalling Daniel 
Ward for power hitting. Mike has a tremendous and accurate throwing arm coupled with safe soft 
hands, which can see him anywhere from a sweeping boundary rider to a slipper. Michael saved us on a 
number of occasions with a swift 20 plus innings. A real team man I look forward to seeing him next 
spring.  
 
CAMERON HEARD: Our Mr. versatile, Cammie bats anywhere from 1 to eleven. As a bowler he 
bowls prodigious left arm “chainman’s” spinners, or opens the bowling depending on the situation. In 
R/10 opening the bowling with his banana benders he was almost unplayable (4-14 off 10) against a 
top batting opposition, he carried it through into the final with 2 for 4 from 6 overs. Cammie could be 
called a finals specialist with 3-17, 2-8 and now 2-4 from 22 overs in the three encounters. As a top line 
fieldsman all the above makes him one very talented young cricketer.    
   
ANDREW HERNE: About mid season we decided to extend his pace and see exactly what he had, 
wow! Thereafter he overcame all his opponents, with many batsmen backing away leaving their castles 
unprotected, result 27 wickets @ 6.56. As a middle order batsman he always scored quickly, Illawong 
would testify to this as he took two of their top rep bowlers apart, smashing 76 with 9 fours on a slow 
outfield. “Had to be there”, totally awesome.  As one of the hardest workers in the nets Herney truly 
deserved all that came his way.  
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MATTHEW HOFF: One of our characters of the side, Hoffy was either our opening or first 
change bowler all season. Taking 8 wickets at the miserable average of 10 he always kept the ball up to 
the bat. In R/3 in a thriller against Gymea it was HOFFYS DAY! With 3-6 from 8 and unplayable he 
finished his second spell with two overs left. Questioning our skipper at the break, why? Answer: 
Hoffy took himself off wanting to give other bowlers a go! Always has been a real team man. Took a 
brilliant catch in the final at square leg (see final report). 
 
ANDREW JONES: & BEN LATHAM: I just had to pair these two together, like Woodfull and 
Ponsford (Harry’s vintage), Simpson and Lawry (for us baby boomers), or Hayden and Langer (modern 
ones) these two champs had similar seasons. Both didn’t score the runs they would have wished, they 
both took wickets when called upon to bowl and both excelled in the field. What cold stats didn’t show 
this year was the wealth of experience batting together in pressure situations. This season was no 
exception. In our winning finals of the 10 and 12 A grades both opened the batting, both cemented our 
innings with partnerships of 33 & 52 respectively, the 14 A final was no different. With both batting 
down the order this time and witnessing a middle order collapse, Jonsey at 7 and Ben at 10 both went 
about setting things right once again. Coming together at 8-92 and in obvious peril both knuckled down 
and added a priceless 23 runs. Andrew’s 12 and Ben’s 20 not out gave us at least a reasonable total for 
us to bowl too. The rest is history! It just gives an insight to the depth of our batting and experience.  
 
NATHAN LODER: Nathan came into our side giving away two years in age, normally a daunting task 
for anyone. Sharing the wicket keeping duties with Bryce, Nath showed exceptional skills with the 
gloves. He trains with dedication and “puts in” as hard as anyone to improve his game. A very correct 
batsman, Nathan and Mark Rice helped us to an exciting win when all seemed lost in a heart thumping 
partnership of 22 against Sports. Represented Sutherland as a keeper/batsman in the Cawsey Shield. 
Took two absolute screamers in slips this season, a genuine prospect for our club.  
 
BEN MARCIANTE: Again another big year for Rocky. Ben sets high goals for his performances (as 
he should) and though his 237 runs were perhaps a little under his expectations he remained our batting 
rock. His first three innings of 60,52 & 29 held us together in two last over thrilling wins. Another 
three scores of mid twenties (two run outs) with one of these in the final gave credence why he was the 
oppositions major scalp. Collected 11 wickets @ 14 with the ball at first change and snared 7 catches. 
Top scorer in the Moore Shield Rep team, all very impressive Ben.   
 
SAM NEWMAN: One of our true characters on and off the field Sam had a great year for us. His 
batting from two seasons ago improved so much as to see him elevated as the non batsman in the 12 
final to opener in this seasons final, the result being a gritty 37 toughening it out in the middle for two 
hours. Together Sam totalled 142 runs with a couple of mid twenties as an opener. One of our three 
talented spinners Sammy picked up 13 wickets at around 16 average, including 3-0 and match figures 
of 5-20 against Como to help us to an outright. A big season Sammy.  
 
MARK RICE: Even Mark I’m sure didn’t envisage his outstanding performances at the start of the 
season. Batting down the order in the first 5 games he then peeled off 46 opening the batting against 
sports. Sports hadn’t seen the end of him as he spun us to victory with 5-48 off 12 overs and finally 
took a screamer at slip to win us a tight one. Finished the year off with an incredible 27 wickets plus 
another 2 in the final for a miserable average @ 8.45. Featured in the run out of the season (see final 
report). Starting at Endeavour sports high this year Bubbles can only improve his cricket skills.  
 
U14A Grade Final - Engadine Dragons v Caringbah Sports, At Jannali 12-3-05: 
A brilliant day, worthy opponents, two top umps and our boys hopefully peaked after eight training 
sessions in the past fortnight. Engadine’s tri coloured streamers were attached to anything that couldn’t 
move and even some that could, Tigger Ward (our mascot dog) wasn’t fast enough to escape Mrs. 
Pendo’s and Bridget Marciante’s creative craft work. The scene was well set! Skipper Ward normally 
not noted for his two-up skills calls correct, as he did in our victorious 10A and 12A Finals, was this an 
omen? 
 
Bryce Daenell and Sammy Newman confidently enter the arena to do battle, both appeared set until 
Bryce’s departure for 4. Cameron Heard elevated to 3 to see off the opening quick’s scores a few 
before giving the opposition an easy one in slips. Cammy’s time was to come later.  Ben “Rocky” 
Marciante looked set until getting wood on leg glance, unluckily caught behind for 22. Skipper Ward 
bludgeoned a short one to leg, even Tigger ducked, was that the first smile seen on the coach’s face? 
Exactly on drinks our skipper holes out. The coach’s former smile turns to a grimace or perhaps wind! 
The in form Andrew Herne arrives joining Sam who is in the process of making his highest score. 
Herney overbalances and his stumping for 7 is quickly followed by Mike Dumbrell’s demise, caught 
and bowled for 3 and an even quicker departure from Mark “Bubbles” Rice for a “globe”.  
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Sam’s gutsy controlled innings comes to a close for a well-fought and priceless 37 runs. Ben Latham at 
10 joined Andrew Jones batting at 7, with both having the orders to see us through to our 60 overs. It is 
to be noted that both these boys opened our batting in our winning finals in the 10A’s and 12A’s. With 
Sports spinners now taken off, the stage was set with their mediums to bowl through with Jonesey and 
Benny to consolidate, this they did and every run was cheered and savoured before Andrew’s departure 
for a hard fought 12. Nathan Loder, our baby of the team saw us through the final few overs scoring a 
single and trying to turn over the strike. Ben finished with an invaluable 20 n/o (10 precious runs in the 
last over) in an innings that gave us some hope, even though our 126 was about 30 short for a finals 
first innings wish. 
 
With Daniel Ward unable to bowl for the entire season, Herney accepted the role as our feared opening 
quick His pace and accuracy this year has been astounding, today would be no different! Opening with 
Cammy Heard bowling into the wind with his banana benders our opening barrage was superb with 
each claiming a wicket in their first spell. If the sight of a Herney thunderbolt cart wheeling a stump in 
the keeper’s direction was breathtaking how good was Matthew Hoff’s full diving catch a square leg to 
dismiss their other opener, just brilliant Hoffy. Two wickets for not many! 
 
The Turning Point: Alec Judd their skipper and stand out batsman (380 odd runs this year) turns a ball 
to square leg taking on Bubbles Rice and calls for the second run. Bubbles along with Michael 
Dumbrell are specialist flat throwers with magnificent arms, with one stump in view and about 30 
metres out in the deep it hits with Alec well short of his ground amid uproar from our camp follows. 
What a return, what a final. Matthew Ritchie consolidated somewhat but with his departure the end was 
near. In the wash our 126 to Sports’ 89 was clear-cut. We always new our bowling and fielding was 
second to none, and what a time to prove it. It’s interesting to note that all boys apart from one in our 
side has played in a nerve racking final compared to their (as I’m told) one, proving experience 
certainly is an advantage. 
 
Bowling Figure: Andrew Herne 4-17 off 10. Cameron Heard 2-4 off 6. Ben Marciante 0-12 off 5. 
Matthew Hoff 0-8 off 5. Mark Rice 2-22 off 11. Michael Dumbrell 0-7 off 2. Andrew Jones 1-11 off 5.  
Sam Newman 0-7 off 1. 
 
Bryce Daenell our keeper only allowed 1 bye and took 1 catch. 
 
Catches: Bryce Daenell (w.k), Daniel Ward and Matthew Hoff, one each. 
 
Skipper Daniel Ward lead from the front with his field placements and his bowling changes were 
perfect. Perhaps he has learnt a lot in the three times captaining a final with all three finals culminating 
in the same result.    
 
Whilst all the boys showed tremendous ticker on the field, the off field back flip to a pre rehearsed 
team song was ordinary! With the coach’s tone far from Pavarotti class an encore may never be 
repeated.  
 
All enjoyed the afternoon barbecue back at the clubhouse, where two deserving man of the match 
awards were made. The first went to Andrew Herne, and the second to Sam Newman. 
 
Dennis Pendergast (Pendo). 
 
COACH – DENNIS PENDERGAST                  MANAGER – STEVE JONES 
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14B TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Alexander Sambuco 
    BOWLER:   Ryan Marlow 
    TEAM PLAYER:  John Watson 
    MOST IMPROVED: Michael Bedford 
 
 

PREMIERS 
 

THE TEAM: - Ryan Marlow (Capt), Jordan Duncan (V/Capt), Evan Baker, Michael Bedford, 
Jeremy Forshaw, Alex Gill, Christian Haynes, James Hindle, Dean McMillan, Ben 
Ryan, Alex Sambuco, Adam Smith & John Watson. 

 
What can be said about such an amazing year, I’m sure I’ll be able to find something. The year started 
with the news that the Dragons second side would be placed into the B grade comp, coach was sort of 
hoping for C’s and just came to the conclusion that this will be a learning year. With 11/13 players first 
year 14’s, it would take something special to make an impact. Our bowling team was always going to 
be strong but the batting looked like it needed work.  
 
1st round was against Gymea and after rolling them for 60 (Forshaw 2/4, Marlow 2/8, Watson 2/12, 
Baker 2/15) we really struggled to get the runs, scraping through with 71 (Haynes 13, Duncan 10*). We 
rolled them again for 68 (Marlow 3/6, Forshaw 3/11, Hindle 2/6) and got 0/21 (Sambuco 19*). 1 from 
1, 3rd place. 
 
2nd Round and our mates from Illawong the opposition, after rolling them for 66 (Marlow 5/15) the 
coach was confident, unfortunately so were the ‘wong bowlers, rolling us for a paltry 44 (Smith 15). 1 
from 2, 4th place. 
 
Round 3 was where we had to make an impact, Sylvania our targets and after they scored a couple 
hundred in both of their first two games, our gun bowling attack cut them down for 82 (Duncan 4/3 off 
10, McMillan 2/15), 74 (Duncan 17) our score after a massive effort. A second dig saw Sylvania 6/53 
(Ryan 2/7). 1 from 3, 4th place. From here things will be tough, One out of three and the chances of 
making it are slim…. Do the boys care…no way, just keen to have a go and rattle some of these older, 
more experienced teams.  
 
Round 4 was against Caringbah Sports, we batted first and knocked up a strong 3/149 (Duncan 53*, 
Sambuco 41) and in reply Sports managed 9/115 (Marlow 2/16). Good win, 2 from 4, 4th place still.  
 
The 5th round saw us play a strong De La Salle outfit. They managed 7/152 (Sambuco 2/11) and in 
reply we were all out on the last ball of the day for a tie…152 (Marlow 54, Watson 33, Sambuco 21). 
What do I put here….2.5 out of 5 I suppose! 4th place still…arghh! No chance! 
 
Round 6 v Gymea and we stepped up, rolling them for 41 (Forshaw 3/15, Watson 2/5, Marlow 2/10). 
We were struggling big time on 6 for about 10 but snuck through to 92 (Smith 37, Sambuco 23). We 
rolled them a second time for 54 (Marlow 4/8, Duncan 2/15) and required one over to get a couple runs 
for outright……Now I’m confused…..3.5 and a bit extra out of 6, 3rd place…movin on up! 
Round 7 was next and the 1st placed Illawong team helped us out bowling 55 sundries towards our 145 
(Sundries 55, Smith 37, Sambuco 23), 101 better than in R2. Good defendable score and defend we 
did, rolling Illawong for 126 (Marlow 5/9 off 10, Watson 2/15, Bedford 2/19). 4.5 and a bit extra from 
7….2rd spot…..TOO EASY!!! 
 
Round 8 was up against Sylvania, we batted well to get a decent 95 (Sambuco 30, Marlow 26), then 
bowled and fielded exceptionally well to restrict Sylvania to 68 (Duncan 4/5 off 10, Watson 3/15). 5.5 
and a bit extra out of 8…2nd place still. 
 
The 9th round saw us up against Caringbah Sports again, Sports scored 85 (Marlow 4/10) and then we 
declared on 7/92 (Sambuco 30, Marlow 26), we had another trundle and had them on 3/26 (Smith 2/2, 
Ryan 1/6). 6.5 and a bit extra out of 9…2nd place…1 to go. 
 
The last round saw us play De La…They smashed us week one getting 8/165 (Marlow 4/11) and 
smashed us Week 2…all out – 87 (Sambuco 16, Marlow 15) 6.5 and a bit extra out of 10….2nd place 
and enough to make the Grand Final….Good work boys. 
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Now, restrictions on how many trees that we can chop down for my report means that I can’t add in 
the whole report for the Grand Final against De La Salle Seagulls, so I will just put in the minor details, 
however, if you have a look at the clubs website… www.engadinedragonscc.org.au you can find a 
detailed description of the Greatest moment in the History of Sport. 
 
GRAND FINAL 
Dragons 88 (Sambuco 15, Marlow 14, Duncan 11) 
De La Salle sat on 1/43 in reply before being rolled for 80 (Bedford 3/14 off 10, Smith 2/7 off 3.2, 
Watson 2/17 off 10, Marlow 1/16 off 10, Duncan 1/18 off 10, Haynes 0/7 off 3)….Cracker Jack 
catches to Marlow, Bedford, Duncan, Ryan, Watson and Baker. 
 
THE PREMIERSHIP WINNING 14B’S: - 
 
RYAN ‘THE FREAK’ MARLOW: (CAPTAIN) The Freaks stats speak for themselves, 148 runs was 
good but bowling figures were awesome…95 overs 25 maidens 34 wickets for 146 runs @ 4.29. This 
didn’t just break records for the club but for the association also. Captains have to lead from the front 
and Freak did just this, leading the boys to a memorable premiership and ending up drenched from a 
bucket of Gatorade after the GF. Good Luck Freak! 
 
JORDAN ‘THE G-TRAIN’ DUNCAN: (VICE CAPTAIN) Working well as vice captain, The G-
Train opened the batting and bowling. Struggled a little with the bat apart from a stunning 53 in R4. 
Bowling was where G-Train shone this year with amazing figures of 92 overs 36 maidens 15 wickets 
121 runs. An economy rate of 1.32 is something any bowler in the world would be proud of. Great 
season G-Train. 
 
EVAN ‘TWINKLES’ BAKER: Twinkles was one of the new boys in the team having played a 
season a few years ago. He improved in all aspects of the game as the season went on, especially in the 
bowling department. Evan took a cracking catch in the GF in the dying stages to help secure the big 
win. Good on ya Twinkles. 
 
MICHAEL ‘STEADY BEDDY’ BEDFORD: It’s unbelievable how much a kid can come on in a 
couple of years, no offence to the man but two years ago he could hardly get the ball up the other end 
of the pitch…Now we have him receiving the Man of the Match for the Grand Final for taking 3/14 off 
10 overs. Steady B worried opposition all year with his accurate bowling and frustrated bowlers with 
his controlled batting. Great season Mick and I know we’ll see you next year! 
 
JEREMY ‘JEZ’ FORSHAW: Jeremy came over to us from Bosco this year and what a buy he was! 
Troubling many batsmen with his sharp turning leggies and smashing plenty of the bowlers to the 
boundary. Jez ended up with 12 wickets from his 47 overs at a healthy average of 10.42. His sharp 
fielding in gully made him an asset there and I can see him becoming a class cricketer in the future. 
Welcome to the club Jez! 
 
ALEX ‘MACGILLA’ GILL: Macgilla was our third rookie and without injury this year, he would’ve 
done HUGE damage to opposition bowlers. He did play 6 games and in those games impressed in all 
facets, smashing fours, bowling tight and fielding well. Alex had knee surgery at the end of the year 
and we have our fingers crossed that you’ll be right to play next year. Good first year Alex! 
 
CHRISTIAN ‘DES, CHRISTIANO RONALDO’ HAYNES: Des was one of our game-breakers, 
when the situation was tight and needed something special, he was the man to turn to. His fast bowling 
is something that is going to turn some heads as long as he gets in the nets and works on the line. In the 
batting department he always seemed to come in when their best bowler was on fire, but he’s definitely 
got something there as a batsman and should go well next year in the 16’s, Good Luck Mate. 
 
JAMES ‘AVRIL’ HINDLE: Avril was a superstar this year, no cricketing experience at all coming in 
at the start and the coach thought he might have some work on his hands. Quite possibly the easiest kid 
in the world to coach because he just picks up everything so easy. He started off as a battler with the 
ball but turned into one our strongest bowlers by the end of the year and his fielding improved hugely, 
taking a cracker against Sylvania in Round 8, helping us make the GF. Nice work Av! 
 
DEAN ‘DEANO MARINO’ MCMILLAN: Maroony was one of our old-timers with more 
experience than most, he took on the job that most were too scared of…opening the batting. Although 
he didn’t score a mountain of runs, he did his job in lasting out the openers on many occasions, 
securing the openers job. Deano chimed in with a few wickets this year to make him one of our better 
all-rounders. Nice one Roonski! 
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BEN ‘BRITTNEY’ RYAN: Brittney was another Rookie and quickly became one of our best 
fielders. One of the loudest in the field and his impact bowling was much needed on many occasions, 
taking 5 wickets at an average of 9.20. Batting he needs to work on but that can be something for the 
future. See you next year Brit. 
 
ALEX ‘SLUGGER, ANTHONY’ SAMBUCO: To describe Slugger in one word I’d have to 
say…..Scary! To be standing on the field while this bloke smashes the ball around was an experience 
that ill never forget….Don’t worry about me, he had them diving for cover on the sidelines all year. 
Slugger top scored for the last three rounds and in the Grand Final, scoring 196 in the regular season. 
Bowling action is one to work on for the future….but who cares when you see him hit!!! Great year 
Slugger! 
 
ADAM ‘NOODLES’ SMITH: Noodles was our trusty keeper and number four bat. His work behind 
the stumps was phenomenal, taking 7 catches & 5 stumpings at an average of 3.50. Adding to this 122 
runs at 15.25 and he was a strong all-rounder that the team couldn’t do without. The Nood become an 
asset in all aspects of the game when after only bowling 7 overs all year, he came on in the GF and 
took the last two wickets to win….made his long time coach very proud. See you next year. 
 
JOHN ‘JOHNNY TROTSEN, JOHNNY DROPS’EM’ WATSON: The Trotter was our speedster, 
he got plenty of pace up all year and when he could find his line he was unstoppable. Trotson’s figures 
were 85 overs 18 maidens 20 wickets for 191 runs @ 9.55…awesome figures. Batting was good in 
patches and his fielding improved a heap, shaking off his Johnny Drops’em nickname with a diving 
cracker in the GF. See ya Trotter! 
 
All up it was an awesome effort by the boys this season and they couldn’t have done it without the 
dedicated support from Assistant Coach Wado, the Assistant’s assistant Paul, Manager Bruce, and all 
of the parents that helped with hats, scoring and any other irritating thing the coach made them do. 
After three years with most of this team we have finally made it to the top, and I’d like to thank all of 
the boys for making coaching such an easy job to do. Congratulations! 
 
Robbie Knight. 
 
COACH – ROBBIE KNIGHT            ASS-COACH – WADE HORSNELL            MANAGER – BRUCE SMITH 
 
 
14D TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Clinton Allen 
    BOWLER:   Caryn Lee Rolleston 
    TEAM PLAYER:  Daniel Dwyer 
    MOST CONSISTENT: Kathryn Kingsley 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Caryn Lee Rolleston 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Daniel Tench (Capt), Vicki Meyer (V/Capt), Clinton Allen, Mitchell Attenborough, 

Anthony Crisafulli, Daniel Dwyer, Ross Henderson, Kathryn Kingsley, Russell 
Meyer, Caryn Lee Rolleston & Daniel Walsh. 

 
It all started back in September. It was a cool morning, the sun was out but not doing much, there had 
been heavy dew on the ground the night before. So as I walked out onto the hallowed ground and 
placed the stumps the 2004/2005 season began.    
    
This is our story 
 Como was first we lost the toss and were sent in, not a good start but lasted our overs we finished with 
101 a good 21 from C Allen. Our bowling and fielding was average only getting 4 of Como’s wickets, 
they finished on 136. Standouts in bowling and fielding 2 for 28 off 8 for K Kingsley no catches. 
 
Next was Gymea - We lost the toss and were sent in. We finished with 182 but extras played a big part 
in our score. There were 2 batsmen that stood out C Rolleston with 24 and D Tench with a great 40 off 
19 scoring shots well done. Our turn to bowl we only claimed 6 wickets this day, good finish out for 
178. Standouts in bowling and fielding were C Rolleston 2 for 18 off 6 well done, R Henderson the 
Captain at this stage 3 for 18 off 7 great performance Ross, catches to Rolleston, Crisafulli & Allen - 
well done a good win.  
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Next was Aquinas - We won the toss and went into bat a great performance by all batsmen. We 
attacked from the start and made some good partnerships with the standout batsmen, C Rolleston 28, C 
Allen 38, but a great 52 n/o off 23 scoring shots to K Kingsley well done. The team finished with 229 
off 48 overs. Being 1 player short our bowling and fielding was top class. Well done to all players. 
Standouts in bowling and fielding, C Rolleston 2 for 19 off 7, A Crisafulli 2 for 18 off 6, R Henderson 
2 for 13 off 5, K Kingsley 2 for 11 off 7, catches to Attenbouorgh, Rolleston, a good win - Aquinas out 
for 151. 
 
Round four saw us face Caringbah. This was going to be a good game against a normally strong club 
that went on for 2 innings.  We lost the toss & were put into bat - which is what we wanted. The team 
batted beautifully and all players did their job to the letter. A great display, we finished 5 for 172.  
Standouts in batting C Allen with a fantastic 49, C Rolleston a great 33, D Tench 19, K Kingsley 18 
well done by all. Our bowling was brilliant Sport’s out for 93 off 37 overs. Standouts in bowling and 
fielding were combined innings K Kingsley 2 for 22 off 6,V Meyer 2 for 15 off 5, R Meyer 2 for 7 off 
3.1. Catches to Tench, Henderson, Rolleston, Allen & Walsh.  Another terrific win.  
 
Next - Illawong Menai, again we lost the toss and we batted. Not a good show this time, extras were 
the winner in this game.  We were all out for 199 off 42 overs in the first innings. Standouts were C 
Allen with a great 41 off 22 scoring shots but then a brilliant 79 off 40 scoring shots to C Rolleston 
well done. We batted again - 2nd innings Allen 26 n /o, Rolleston 28. We finished 1 for 70. Bowling 
and fielding was excellent, standouts were C Rolleston 4 for 19 off 6, catches to Attenbouorgh & 
Kingsley. Great win - Menai out for 158. 
 
2nd round Como were hard to beat if we did not play well. We won the toss & put them in. Our 
bowling started strong then after drinks feel apart, slow on overs and too many extras. Como all out for 
187. Standouts in bowling and fielding were C Rolleston 2 for 9 off 4, D Tench 2 for 27 off 5, V 
Meyer 3 for 27 off 6 well done. Catches to Allen, Attenbouorgh, Tench, and Kingsley. Our batting was 
poor with extras the big scorer standout player was C Allen with a fantastic 61 off 34 scoring shots - 
brilliant mate. All out for 161 not to worry - next time. 
 
Next match was Gymea another tough game - business end of the season. We lost toss and they went 
into bat. Our bowling was strong but again too many extras. We needed to knuckle down and bowl full 
and straight but bowled too wide - not to worry. Gymea all out for 157. Standouts were C Rolleston 2 
for 13 off 7, D Dwyer 2 for 14 off 4 catch to Tench. We had to bat well and with 2 players absent we 
batted the best we could but we fell 3 runs short great effort by the players out for 154. Standouts were 
C Allen with 34, C Rolleston 18 & V Meyer 18.  
 
Aquinas was next and we needed to put them out of the running. They won the toss and batted. We 
bowled and fielded well, everything on the stumps. Aquinas all out for 146. Standouts were C 
Rolleston 4 for 17 off 5 at the start of the innings then our up and coming leg spinner R Meyer asked 
me for the ball with some good leg spin helped take out the tail in the final 10 overs he picked up 3 for 
28 off 6, well done Russ.  
We now had to bat and bat we did losing only 4 wickets we made their score and put 20 more on for 
good measure - great batting. Close of play we were 4 for 165 a great win. Standouts were C Rolleston 
31, D Tench 27, C Allen 37 & V Meyer 19. 
 
With Caringbah Sports next we needed a big win here - an outright was the target. We lost the toss & 
were put into bat and we were not very impressive again. Extras almost outscored off the bat total with 
nothing much in the outstanding department it meant the bowling and fielding would have to be good - 
we were all out for 109. A good talk at change over and we came out strong, we bowled the opposition 
for 98 in 34 overs. There was time left so they went in again, we had them 3 for 33 in 8 overs great 
bowling and fielding good 1st innings win. Standouts were figures in total C Allen 3 for 12 off 7, K 
Kingsley 2 for 19 off 6, D Walsh 2 for 13 off 3,D Tench 2 for 12 off 5 and D Dwyer 3 for 19 off 6. 
Catches to Attenbouorgh, Tench, Rolleston, and V Meyer. 
 
Last match before final. We needed an outright to the make final. Menai won the toss & put us in, we 
needed something big but had a shocker instead, all out for 102 extras did outscore off the bat total. 
Nothing in the outstanding department to report. Hoped the bowling was going to be better. The 
bowling was fantastic full and straight - nothing wide was given to the batsmen. We rolled them for 70 
in 35 overs a great display of fielding also not one misfield only 1 catch dropped out of 5.  
Unfortunately we could not get the outright, but the team & I were very pleased with the way they 
finished. With time remaining we decided to have another bat to increase the quotient in case we tied 
for 2nd. We batted wonderfully scoring at 7 runs an over to finish 1 for 74 well done. Standouts for 
batting in second dig were C Allen 38, V Meyer 15. Standouts in bowling are C Allen 2 for 9 off 5, K 
Kingsley 5 for 15 off 5, R Meyer 2 for 6 off 3, catches to Walsh, Attenbouorgh, Allen, and R Meyer. 
And so as I pull the stumps on another season the story ends. 
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To the parents, I would like to say thank you for your attendance throughout the season, it’s good 
for the team spirit when the chips are down cheering from the sidelines always seems to have an effect, 
thank you. 
 
To Mr Meyer, thank you for you’re on the spot umpiring duties when it was needed, and thanks to the 
Dads that helped in setting up the grounds when it was needed for repairs. 
 
To Paul Walsh, thank you again for a great job looking after the scoring.  It has to be the most draining 
job of the whole season thanks again. 
 
To Jeff Walsh, thank you for all your help over the season, I thought what you did for the team was 
great and if you need an assistant anytime give me a call, thanks mate. 
 
To my father – John Chapman, thank you for giving up your time to be our manager. I hope you 
enjoyed it as much as I enjoyed having you around - you did a great job for a first timer. 
 
To the team, thank you for a most enjoyable season. It has been a hard fort campaign and I thought 
your performance was top class. There were a couple of games I thought we were unlucky not to win 
and as it turns out we only missed the final by 4 points - 1 win, but not to worry we have finished 3rd 
outright. Your skills have improved 100% and I would also like to thank you for training over 
Christmas, I hope it has been of help to you in some way. Good luck to the girls in grade, I hope you 
do well. To the guys see you next season maybe you can go 1 more step to the final no matter what 
team you are in. 
  
Stephen Chapman 
  
COACH – STEPHEN CHAPMAN             MANAGER – JOHN CHAPMAN 
 
 
16B TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Chris Reeves 
    BOWLER:   James Stone 
    TEAM PLAYER:  Drew Richardson 
    FIELDING WARD:  Joshua Christison 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Paul Bremner 

ALL ROUNDER:  Ryan Croom 
ALL ROUNDER:  Greg Ings  
ALL ROUNDER:  Chris Reeves 

    ALL ROUNDER:  James Stone 
 
 

MINOR PREMIERS & PREMIERS 
     
THE TEAM: - Chris Reeves (Capt), Ryan Croom (V/Capt), Peter Balmer, Dale Bates, Paul 

Bremner, Joshua Christison, Greg Ings, Brennan James, Colin Kidd, David 
McMillan, Drew Richardson & James Stone. 

 
At the beginning of the season we planned to give where possible, each boy to have his chance to show 
what ability they had to enable the team to establish a well balanced batting and bowling line up and to 
have boys in fielding positions that suited their skills.  We also gave 12 boys a bowl except for round 
10 and the final. 
 
We had a great start to the season scoring over 200 runs each innings with the highest score being 368 
over the first 6 rounds.  Our form then fell away scoring our highest total of 164 runs in the last 4 
rounds.  Our bowling and catching was great with opposing teams only scoring over 100 runs on 3 
occasions.  The fact the team had 5 boys winning all rounder awards, a club record, showed we 
achieved what we planned to do at the seasons start to give as many boys as possible to play a part in 
each match. 
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The team was undefeated until round 9 where we were well defeated by Miranda, which proved to 
be a well timed wake up call to make the boys realise they would have to lift themselves if they wished 
to become Premiers.  To their great credit they showed what they were capable of by reversing the 
result against Miranda in the final, giving our club four premierships in succession for our top U/16 
teams. 
Much of the credit for our success must go to our skipper Chris Reeves who led the team by example 
with his all round skills and Vice Captain Ryan Croom, who also had a great season.  James Bills, who 
played a leading role in our 2003/04 16A Premiership gave me great support throughout the season, 
running our fielding drills and by the seasons end our catching was excellent. 
 
The team had great parent support and our scorer Peter Ings, was most efficient, our umpires Kevin 
Croom, Bob McMillan and Nathan Alterator also were a big help to me.  Their support was most 
appreciated.  Wishing all the best to the 4 boys who will become Seniors next season, Chris Reeves, 
Josh Christison, Peter Balmer and Drew Richardson.  Hoping to see the other 8 boys re-registering next 
season.  Also a big thank you to our popular Secretary, Ian Latham, for his support. 
 
PETER BALMER: 38 overs, 5wkt, av 19.00-7innings, 26 runs-4 catches 
Peter, with limited chances, had his moments holding vital catches and if he learns to pitch the ball up 
will become a handy medium pace bowler.  Hope he plays seniors next season. 
 
DALE BATES: 72.7 overs, 18 wk, av 10.72-7 innings, 56 runs – 3 catches  
Our 1st change bowler who bowled a good line with pace beating the batsmen without any luck.  Will 
be one of our leading bowlers next season. 
 
PAUL BREMNER: 88 overs, 23 wk, av 9.26-9 innings, 219 runs, av 31.29-7catches 
Our opening left arm swing bowler into the wind, took 5 wickets in one innings. A free hitter of the 
ball scoring 61 runs when the team was in trouble, also held several great catches. 
 
JOSHUA CHRISTISON: 45 overs-8wk, av 13.63-9innings, 226 runs, av 28.25-7catches 
Opening batsman-highest score 79 runs. 2nd change bowler bowling a good line. Excellent slip 
fieldsman.  His 3 wickets for only 2 runs in final was great. 
 
RYAN CROOM: Vice Captain and Wicket Keeper. 21 overs, 6wk, av 9.67, 269 runs, av 33.83, 13 
catches, 1 Century 108 vs St. Pats. 
Developed into a good wicket keeper this season only allowing 26 byes for the season.  Scored 1 
century, his first. Scored 30 runs in final. Also gave me great support. Thanks Ryan. 
 
GREG INGS: 68.5 overs, 16 wk, av 8.81-165 runs, av 23.57-4catches 
Represented the Shire’s Weblin Shield team with distinction.  A great all rounder. Tidy leg spin 
bowler.  His batting improved over the season scoring 37 run s in the final.  A brilliant fieldsman with a 
great arm.  A player full of enthusiasm and watch him next season.  Shared Man of the Final award. 
 
BRENNAN JAMES: 7 innings, 176 runs, av 29.33-6 catches 
Left hand bat full of promise with his attacking shots.  Once he learns to be more selective in choosing 
the right ball to hit.  He could become our leading batsman next season.  Started season late with leg 
problems.  Brilliant slip fieldsman. 
 
COLIN KIDD: 36 overs, 10wk, av 16.9-6 innings, 46 runs-1catch 
Left hand bat and left arm googly bowler.  A boy who any coach likes to have in his team because of 
his pleasant manner who never complains.  His batting improved at the seasons end. 
 
DAVID MCMILLAN: 36.2 overs, 5 wk, av 22.4-8innings-94 runs.  
Highest score 62 n.o. , 1 catch 
A pleasant character who always had plenty of advice for the coach.  Fielding at square leg most of 
season he only took 1 catch until the final when he lifted himself with a remarkable fielding effort.  He 
was instrumental in causing 3 run outs and a great running and diving catch that earned him a share of 
match honours.  A great effort “Macca” 
 
CHRIS REEVES: Captain – 35 overs, 14 wk, av 5.07-11 innings-494 runs, av 54.89 
5 wickets at wicket keeper 
Led the team by example, scoring 2 centuries and two 90 odd scored.  Handy 
off- spinner and good wicket keeper.  It’s been my pleasure to have been associated with him over the 
last 2 seasons and I wish him well for next season.  Hoping he makes grade with the district club. 
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DREW RICHARDSON: 36 overs, 10 wk, av 11.20-7 innings, 23 runs, 4 catches 
Started the season with a broken arm playing with a cast on the arm to enable us to have a full team.  A 
boy willing to learn and with more opportunities he will improve.  His pleasant manner and his offer to 
stand down for the final from batting proved he was the logical choice for the team player award 
 
JAMES STONE: 81.5 overs, 23 wk, av 6.43-10 innings 172 runs, av 17.2-7 catches 
Opening bat and bowler he was the batsman the team relied on to keep one end safe when the going got 
tough.  His 41 in the final was the backbone of our innings.  His bowling was tight only 148 runs 
scored off 81.5 overs.  With his quiet and determined manner he will go well next season. 
 
Harry Robbins. 
 
COACH – HARRY ROBBINS    ASS-COACH – JAMES BILLS     MANAGER – KEVIN CROOM 
 
 
 
16C TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Ryan Woodley 
    BOWLER:   Glenn Caukill 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Glenn Caukill 
    TEAM PLAYER:  Cale Hubbard 
    MOST IMPROVED: Trent Robinson 
 
 

PREMIERS 
     
THE TEAM: - Rowan Scott (Capt), Ryan Woodley (V/Capt), Glenn Caukill, Lesi Du, Dean Fenner, 

Cale Hubbard, Peter Kingsley, Kirby Ann Marsh, Trent Robinson, Andrew Stuart, 
Brendan Townsend & Kristian White. 

 
GLENN CAUKILL: Glenn was one of our most consistent players in all aspects of the game. As a 
medium/fast bowler he opened the attack, batted at number 4 and fielded brilliantly in any position. 
Glenn really matured this season in both his bowling and batting scoring 197 runs (average 24.6), took 
26 wickets (average 5.4) and took 4 catches. One amazing bowling statistic was he only had 5 caught 
dismissals, the other 19 being bowled. He also provided a great batting display in the final with a 
fantastic and chanceless knock of 50. Congratulations for a fantastic effort throughout the year and 
being the worthy winner of the Bowling and All rounder awards. Well done Glenn. 
  
LESI DU: This was his first year in the under 16’s and tried hard throughout the season and should be 
very happy with his results and contribution to the team effort. He is a capable fieldsman, an improving 
medium pace bowler and a developing number 10 batsman. He scored 3 runs (average 0.75), captured 
1 wicket (average 17.0) and took 1 catch. He is a capable cricketer in all facets of the game who will 
improve his skills level in the coming years. Congratulations and well done Lesi. 
 
DEAN FENNER: This was also the first year in 16’s for Dean. He didn’t score as many runs or take 
as many wickets as he would have liked (and as his ability suggests), but was very consistent with the 
bat and ball throughout the year. Rarely did he bowl the ball off the wicket and always kept a good 
length. He is a hard-hitting middle order batsman who wants to get on with it. He scored 34 runs 
(average 5.7), captured 10 wickets (average 10.2) and took 2 catches. With out doubt, his finest 
performance was the hat trick (3 – 8 off 5 overs) against Sylvania in round 3. Dean gave his best each 
week and was always keen to listen to his coach’s advice. Well done and congratulations for your 
consistent effort Deanno. 
 
CALE HUBBARD: Along with two other members of the team, Cale had never played cricket before 
he joined the club. Cale turned out to be a very capable medium pace bowler and middle order batsman 
and a true team player. He was usually our first change bowler with an unusual final delivery action 
who consistently bowled a good line and length all year. He captured 20 wickets (average 6.5), scored 
39 runs (average 5.6) and took 2 catches Congratulations and well done Cale on a great performance in 
your first year of cricket and winning of the Coach award. I look forward to following your 
performances in the future. 
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ROWAN SCOTT: Rowan was the team’s captain and was also was one of our most consistent 
players throughout the year. A medium/fast bowler he opened the bowling and batted at number 3. He 
had a great overall season where he scored 148 runs (average 16.4), captured 23 wickets (average 6.5) 
and took 8 catches. As a batsman he displayed some matured stroke play, hard hitting and solid defence 
when needed. His performances in the slips were awesome taking some absolute “beauties”. Who 
could ever forget the three “beauties” in the final, they were purely magic. Congratulations on your 
performances and especially your efforts as captain of the side. Well done Rowan and good luck next 
year in the men’s competition.  
 
PETER KINGSLEY: Peter was another who had not played cricket before. Although he did not get 
many opportunities to bowl, Peter is a medium pacer who will improve as he plays more in the future. 
He usually batted at number 9, and like his bowling, will improve over time with help in technique and 
playing more in the future. Peter was often heard bragging to the coach that he was again not 
dismissed. He performed extremely well in the field and showed real team spirit in all facets of the 
game. He scored 41 runs (average 6.8) and captured 1 wicket (average 16). Congratulations Peter on a 
good overall season in your first year of cricket. Well done. 
 
KIRBY-ANN MARSH: This was Kirby-Ann’s first year in the 16’s and our only female player (not 
that it mattered to the boys or coach). She was our wicketkeeper for the first half of the season and did 
a fine job behind the stumps. She also did a fantastic job as one of the opening batsmen taking on the 
role of trying to see off the first 10 or so overs and get the shine off the new ball. When she was not 
behind the stumps her performance at mid off was always first class. She scored 38 runs (average 5.4) 
and took 2 catches. Well done Kirby-Ann, and congratulations on your performance, commitment and 
contribution to the team effort. 
 
TRENT ROBINSON: Trent was another player who had never played competition cricket. However, 
he quickly took in advice given by the coach and his skills level with the bat, ball and fielding excelled 
overnight. Trent developed into a fine medium pacer and a handy middle order batsman with a great 
eye (must be from baseball) who just wanted to get on with scoring runs. He scored 63 runs (average 
10.5), captured 6 wickets (average 8.8) and took 3 catches. Who could ever forget his fantastic innings 
of 36 in round 7 to get us home against Caringbah/St Pats? As one of our most consistent players 
during the year he is the worthy winner of the Most Improved Player Award. Well done Trent and 
congratulations on your performance and contribution in your first year of cricket. I know you enjoyed 
yourself. 
 
ANDREW STUART: Andrew had a “mixed bag” year with both the bat and ball and has more ability 
than his figures showed for the season. As one of our opening batsman Andrew would have been the 
unluckiest player when it came to be given out. Apart from the final, luck never seemed to go his way 
given out to either dubious leg before decisions or being dismissed by absolutely freak catches. He 
scored 54 runs (average 5.4), captured 6 wickets (average 20.0) and took 6 catches. Andrew was our 
mainstay spinner who bowled well consistently throughout the season and was unlucky not to have got 
a lot more wickets. Well done Andrew and congratulations on a great batting display in the final and 
your contribution throughout the season. 
 
BRENDAN TOWNSEND: Brendan was another player in his first year with the 16’s who also further 
developed and improved his skill levels as the season progressed. Although he didn’t get many 
opportunities to bowl, when he did get the chance, he made to most of it with his slow, loopy and 
effective deliveries. Brendan’s batting improved as the season progressed and was a very handy lower 
order batsman who prided himself in not being dismissed, and who also provided good support to other 
batsmen. He is also a capable fielder and did a great job at mid-on. He scored 24 runs (average 4.8) and 
captured 2 wickets (average 13.5). He is a capable cricketer whom I’m sure will improve his cricketing 
skills in the coming years. Congratulations Brendan on your performance and contribution to the team 
effort. Well done. 
 
KRISTIAN WHITE: Kristian also was a first year player in the 16’s. He is a slow/medium bowler, 
who also did not have many opportunities, with a knack to deceive batsmen with his line, length and 
the occasional cutter. Kristian was our mainstay number eleven and I think even he would agree there 
is still plenty of room for improvement in his batting skills. He scored 25 runs (average 4.17), captured 
4 wickets (average 10.2) and took 2 catches. With a bit more work with coaches on bowling and batting 
techniques, his skills level and ability will improve even more in the future. Kristian really loves his 
cricket and was a real team man throughout the season. Congratulations Kristian on your effort 
throughout the year with a special mention for that “catch” taken in the final. 
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RYAN WOODLEY: Ryan hadn’t played for a couple of years so he decided to have one last year 
in the 16’s and see how he would go after a lay-off. As things turned out, Ryan had an absolute 
fantastic season batting at number five, wicketkeeper, sometimes leggie and vice captain. He scored 
207 runs (average 25.9) and captured 4 wickets (average 22.5) and took numerous catches behind the 
stumps. As a batsman, Ryan displayed all the skills with his stroke play, concentration and hard hitting 
when required and achieved the team’s highest score against Gymea Bay in round four with a masterly 
84. Congratulations Ryan on your performances, your efforts as vice captain and being a deserved 
winner of the Batting Award. Good luck next year if you go into the men’s competition.  
 
With the team composing three boys playing their first ever season of cricket and four last years under 
14’s, who would ever have imagined at the start of the season this side would be Premiers in 2004-05. I 
don’t mean to sound like an “I never doubted it for a minute” coach, but I believed from the start there 
were some special talents and skills that just needed improvement within the team to be competitive. It 
is a credit to all the players for the way they moulded as a team and applied themselves during the 
season. I think the key to their success was they all loved the game and really enjoyed themselves to 
boot. We were very unlucky also not to finish as minor premiers having only lost on one occasion. 
What about the team’s performance in the final against Illawong-Menai? It was truly a magic day for 
everyone, especially the coach. Coaching a cricket team is all about improving skill levels, instilling 
concentration and motivation, playing for the team and most of all enjoying the game and having fun. 
All these aspects came together when it matters most - in the final. Parents and supporters will never 
forget Glenn’s 50, Andrew’s 34, Kristian’s catch, Brendan, Trent and Dean’s great fielding, Kirby-
Ann’s and Cale’s geeing up, Ryan’s enthusiasm, Peter’s not out again and Rowans man of the match 
performance. Congratulations again to everyone, you deserved to be premiers.  
 
I would like to thank all the players for their efforts throughout the year and for showing commitment 
as part of a team. Special thanks to our manager Keith White for all his great help and assistance during 
the year, especially with collecting the match reports and organising the team on the days. Also, 
another special thank you to our two scorers Steve Fenner and Paul Marsh for doing a magnificent job 
every Saturday. Thanks also to the parents for their support and help with odd requests for assistance. 
The team has been a pleasure to coach and I look forward to following their future in this great game. 
 
Gordon Scott 
 
COACH – GORDON SCOTT     MANAGER – KEITH WHITE 
 
 
 
A1 TEAM REPORT   Sponsored by: ENGADINE FAMILY TAVERN 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Greg Heffernan 
    BOWLER:   Drew Lake 
 
 
THE TEAM: - Greg Heffernan (Capt), Richard Bennison, Colin Berry, Jim Bonser, Paul Cameron, 

Andrew Kelly, Beau Knowles, Greg Knowles, David Jones, Drew Lake, Chris 
Linley, Ross Stuart, Will Wooster & Jeremy Vickers. 

 
As far as results go this was a pretty disappointing year for the team. Unfortunately our inability to 
field a full side each game led to games slipping through our fingers that we could have won. If there 
was a consolation however, we did manage to avoid the wooden spoon with an exciting tie in the last 
game. I believe our full strength side was a better team than where we finished on the ladder.  
 
The season proved to be an interesting introduction for A1 debutantes Jim Bonser, Chris Linley, 
Richard Bennison and Will Wooster. The first year in A1’s is always a great learning experience and 
all the guys will benefit greatly for the year. Hopefully this will lead to an improved win/loss ratio next 
year. 
 
Our batting and bowling did struggle for consistency throughout the year. In saying this, we did seem 
to attract the lion’s share of ordinary decisions that lead to some frustrating times. Although 
understandable, I believe we could have handled these decisions better. Our fielding did let us down 
with many dropped catches contributing to the coffers for the race day and presentation night. 
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The season was not all doom and gloom. There were many highlights for individuals that should 
ensure they return for another year. The end of season day at the races (superbly planned for ladies day) 
was a great day out. It was interesting to see the way Bons firstly took cash from the NSW government 
and then gave it all back. You’re a good sport Bons. 
 
Although it was an ordinary season from a results perspective, I would like to think the guys will back 
up for another year to see what they can achieve with a full year of application. There is some good 
talent in this side, however an injection of young blood would not hurt. Thanks to Marto and Slacky for 
filling in for us in the last game. Hopefully this helped prepare them in some way towards their well 
earned premiership win. Well-done fellas. 
 
From the team Dave we hope everything goes well for Kristy and yourself. We are thinking of you 
both. 
 
It might be time for an old has-been to take a rest. Thanks fellas. 
 
Captain- Greg Heffernan 
 
 
B1 TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Geoff Morriss 
    BOWLER:   Paul Waddell 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Matt Whitney (Capt), Matthew Barnes, Lance Cochrane, Damien Collins, Michael 

Daley, Glen Horseley, Kevin Issacs, Steven Morriss, Geoff Morriss, Scott Neilson, 
Graham Price, Jason Radford, Daniel Slade, Andrew Wackwitz & Paul Waddell. 

 
Season 2004/2005 was always going to be tough for us, but the end result could have been better. You 
would think with a team of 15 players you wouldn’t struggle to put a full team on the field, but with 
work commitments, injuries and other commitments we did struggle.  
 
But credit to the boys, they played hard cricket no matter if we were getting flogged or we were 
flogging them. Even though we lost more matches than we won the team showed a lot of guts through 
out the year and I would like to thank the guys for putting in their best effort for every game, no matter 
what the result was. 
 
Instead of rabbiting on I will just write a couple sentences on each of the players. 
 
MATT “Barnsie” BARNES: Barnsie is a hard player. It doesn’t matter if Barnsie is batting, bowling 
or fielding he puts in 110%. Can bowl a fantastic slower ball (which I think he stole from kevie!). Is 
capable of knocking up a high score with the bat if he can put his head down and work. Unlucky not to 
take more wickets. 
 
LANCE “Stan” COCHRANE: Stan is a player who has improved this year. Stan’s contribution in the 
field this year has been the best I’ve seen from him in all the years he has been a part of this team. Is 
willing to bat anywhere nobody wants to. Can also tie up the batsman when brought on to bowl. Is un-
liked by the team when he has the fine book out! 
 
DAMIEN “Tippah” COLLINS: Tippah missed most of the first half of the season and took a few 
games to find his feet, but when he found them he was back to his usual good form. Is just as handy 
with the bat as he is with the ball. It’s a shame he’s a Kiwi! 
 
MICHAEL “Chief, Champ” DALY: Mick is a champion bloke. He can really put on a show with the 
bat when he middles them, causing the bowlers to change the field to “you in the car park, you over the 
fence and you across the road!” Has been bowling like Warney in the last few games.  
 
GLEN “Gil, Gilly, Horzo” HORSELEY: Gil is a handy player to have in any ones side. Able to bat, 
bowl, field and keep wicket. Also known as the Battler from Batlow. Is very tidy when fielding in close 
with excellent hand/eye co-ordination for quick snares and fielding. He’s the only bloke I know who 
chews gum and drinks beer at the same time.  
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KEVIN “Kevie” ISAAC: Kevie is a bloody workhorse! Kev would bowl his heart out for you and still 
back it up in the field. Has a fantastic slow ball that would bamboozle any batsman in our grade( even 
the keeper and fielders! ). Also unlucky not to take more wickets. Has been known to have between 12 
to 26 beers the night before a game to calm his nerves! 
 
STEVE MORRISS: Steve is a player with a lot of talent. He has the ability to score a lot of runs with 
the bat if he works on his running between wickets. Has a phenomenal arm when it comes to throwing 
from the boundary. I would like to see him in a race with Daly over 100 metres, it would be close! 
 
GEOFF MORRISS: Geoff is another talented player with the bat. He scored a fantastic century during 
the season and also took a magical 5 catches in one innings. Likes to eat a lot of food during a game. 
 
SCOTT NEILSON: Unfortunately Scott didn’t play a lot of cricket this year due to a back injury early 
in the season. Scott was a handy second change bowler and also contributed runs with the bat. 
 
GRAHAM “Gray-he-me” PRICE: Gray-he-me is another player who didn’t get to play much cricket 
this year due to work commitments, other sporting commitments and injury. Is the preferred gloveman 
of the side because of his athletic ability to dive. Is used to losing a lot of games during the season from 
being a Rabbitoh’s supporter! 
 
JASON “Raddie” RADFORD: Raddie was the opening bowler and batter for the team. Has the 
ability to place most of his shots off the edge and over slips and can drive the ball straight down the 
ground. Is an aggressive bowler who works hard. Jack Daniels must sponsor him because he smells of 
it when in the field! 
 
DANIEL “Sluggah” SLADE: Sluggah is another player who has improved this season with the bat, 
ball and fielding. When bowling he can tie batsman down with accuracy, and can frustrate bowlers 
when batting. Likes to go to restaurants the night before a game, he seems to think he gets more runs 
this way! 
 
ANDREW “Wackah” WHACKWITZ: Wackah didn’t play much this season due to work 
commitments, which was unfortunate. When he did play he was able to knock up some good scores 
with the bat. Wackah is the only player in the side to have a time machine; he can be down the coast 
Saturday (unable to do duty) and then re-appear outside Subway in Engadine Saturday arvo then back 
down the coast! Or it must be worth the drive for Subway sambo’s from Engadine!  
 
PAUL “Wal” WADDELL: Wal is another workhorse for the team with his bowling. With Glenn 
McGrath like bowling accuracy and R.P.O. rate he certainly made opening batsman nervous. Wal is 
also a motivator when fielding during hard times. Was very unlucky not to get his 500 wickets for the 
club this year, but if he continues his service for the club next season I have no doubt he will achieve 
this early in the season of 2005/06.  
 
MATT “Whits” WHITNEY: Whits has struggled with the bat and ball this season, but still managed 
to show some aggression with the bat with some big hits. Coming in late in the order, he manages to 
put some late runs on the board. Also did some keeping during the season. Always committed to the 
ball when fielding.  
 
Just before I finish I’d like to thank the boys for an interesting season and thank them for their efforts 
on the field and up at the club after the games. But a bigger thank you goes to all the players from the 
other grades for filling in for us at such short notice on most of the time. Your efforts filling in were 
greatly appreciated. 
 
Matt Whitney. 
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B2 TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Ryan McLauchlan 
    BOWLER:   Brett Adams 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Matthew Carroll (Capt), Brett Adams, Gregory Betts, Matthew Bryan, Gavin Cato, 

Dean Jones, Ben Judge, Trevor Judge, Chris Kennedy, Ryan McLauchlan, Mark 
Mitchell, Ian Mitchell, Sanjay Patel, Matthew Russell & Stewart Vella. 

 
Comparative with the club’s success this season, the B2 side suffered a very dry season. A combination 
of the fact we jumped 3 grades and also that the season was very stop-start (with byes, duty, holidays 
and injuries) allowed very few players to get any sort of rhythm. 
 
This aside, Matty Carroll led the side exceptionally well. He was well organised, and always managed 
to remain positive in all situations. Our 3 wins were all hard-fought, none more so than the last-ball, 
final-wicket win against Gymea in round 10 at Anzac. This saw two of the most unlikely batsman (ie. 
Warney and Kenno) carry us to victory when they are usually regarded us bunnies at the best of times. 
Other season highlights included Macca’s incredible run of form with both the gloves and the willow 
(that led him to the Batsman Award…congratulations mate, no one deserves it more), Stewy’s running 
battle with Gymea batsman, and Daniel’s (Mark & Ian’s cousin) substitute outfield catch to deny an 
opposition player of a very slow century (an awesome catch, especially considering he’s never played a 
game of cricket before in his life!), amongst other memorable moments. Kenno was definitely one of 
the finds of the season as his bowling was a huge boost to our attack and it was great to see Matt 
Russell back in the runs (finally making use of the natural talent of his!) 
 
Despite the dry season, the team bonding was still there right to the end. Never did an opposition team 
win easily, and this is truly a testament to every single player and our captain. Next season, given 
appropriate grading, we will be a challenge for the premiership, as we could never go through a season 
like that without becoming hungrier for more! Many thanks again to Warney for his captaincy, and 
congratulations to Ryan McLauchlan for taking out the batting award and Hubba for taking out the 
bowling award. 
 
Congratulations to the other premiership winning sides, but also to the Club in general for taking out 
the SSJCA Club Championship! 
 
Mark Mitchell. 
 
B3 TEAM REPORT  Sponsored by: VIDEO EZY ENGADINE 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Michael Smith  
    BOWLER:   Tod Skevington 
    
 
THE TEAM: - Wade Horsnell (Capt), Dallas Baird, Robert Balmer, Clive Beardow, Ed Bullock, Jeff 

Fiess, Eric Guilly, Jonathon Wright, Robbie Knight, David McMillan, Paul O’Reilly, 
Peter O’Reilly, Ryan Salakas, Tod Skevington & Michael Smith. 

 
Another season comes to a close and although we didn’t enjoy the success of last season we still had a 
lot to take out of it. One of those things that we can take out is that our ability to play cricket isn’t all 
that high, but don’t think that stopped the boys having a go. This year saw the welcoming of two new 
players to the team… Dallas “Tex”, “Gordon” Baird who has been signed from a recent grade stint in 
England and Jonathon “Joff” Wright who got the call up because there wasn’t anyone in our team who 
could catch…so we put the gloves on him. Expectations were high for the new two signings and 
especially for Tex….Unfortunately we found out just after sign-ups that the “Grade” cricket that he 
played in England was actually 34th Grade, so he fit right in. Joff was someone who hasn’t played a 
game of cricket (for a decent club) ever, and the boy can keep! Shame he’s stuck with us. 
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Our sponsor for the year….VIDEO EZY ENGADINE, they have a heaps good range and some top 
sorts behind the desk so go up and check ‘em out…the movies….thanks Peter O’Reilly and the Video 
Ezy mob for putting much needed money into local cricket!!! 
 
The season started off well with a good win and from there on was a bit downhill, UNTIL…. 
ROUND 13. With an umpiring round next week…it was the last game for the season, we are sitting 
stone motherless last. 1st place Marton our opposition and after leading us by 17 runs on the first 
innings, we set them 65 to win outright. Pretty easy isn’t it 1st vs last…65 runs to get… unfortunately 
for them, the mighty dragons B3’s stepped up and produced one of the best performances in cricketing 
history to roll those Marton boys for 55 to claim 2nd last. We know they won the competition and we’re 
glad they did but it’s quite obvious on this evidence that we are better….yes that’s right Marton 
boys…Dragons smashed you and we are better!!! 
 
Nice season boys, setting us up for the big time… Here are the player profiles: - 
 
WADE ‘HORSE, BLUE, WADO, ULURU, DIRTY H’ HORSNELL: (captain) 
 
Likes: Carols in the Domain 
Dislikes: Marton 
Ambition: To propose to Rennie…Presentation night! 
 
Wado was our trusty captain this year and did an awesome effort with the job considering we were 
battlers. It’s always hard to take the helm of a team that has one the comp the previous year but Wado 
stepped up, taking us from first to second last. 19 wickets and 148 runs helped him to continue as our 
strongest all rounder…apart from Tubba. 
 
DAYLE ‘ROB, THE ROB, THE DAYLE’ BALMER: 
 
Likes: Talking shit 
Dislikes: The Dayle 
Ambition: To have the Lump removed 
 
Dayle was once again disappointing in all facets of the game, but he had a go. We can’t ping him for 
lack of effort… lack of skill is another story but he always put in 110% The Lump once again was high 
in the figures, 6 wickets this year and a handful of runs, if the lump can get it together he might climb 
the order a touch. I’m sure we’ll see you two kids back next year! 
 
PETER ‘MR.SHEFFIELD’ O’REILLY: 
 
Likes: Having a blow up 
Dislikes: Duty umpires 
Ambition: To have a real go, and end up with a few runs at the end of the season. 
 
Once again, Pete was our oldest by a long shot…The season started off well with a fifty and fizzled out 
a bit from there on in. Pete was our sponsor this year through VIDEO EZY ENGADINE. You’d think 
that’s why he stays in our team… your assumptions are correct but he actually can play cricket pretty 
well….sort of…thanks Pete! 
 
TOD ‘SKEV’ SKEVINGTON: 
 
Likes: Sorting and arranging his button collection 
Dislikes: Spending many nights in hospital 
Ambition: stomach transplant 
 
Skevy, for the last couple of years has been a gun with the bat, being pipped in the last round two years 
in a row for the batting award. He’s had enough of that and decided to go pretty crap with the bat this 
year. But instead took the most wickets with 21. Almost more wickets than runs but I’m sure he’ll 
come back bigger (after his growth spurt) and better than ever. 
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ROB ‘RK’ KNIGHT: 
 
Likes: The Bears 
Dislikes: Slips 
Ambition: Bring back the Bears 
 
Rob was a cripple all year and spent most of it dropping catches in slips. Got 2-16 in the 2nd round and 
dogged it for the rest of the year to have the BEST BOWLING AVERAGE, that’s right ladies…that 
more or less means he’s the best bowler in the team. Not really, but he brings the beer sometimes….  
 
MICHAEL ‘THE CORRIMAL COUGAR’ SMITH: 
 
Likes: Life 
Dislikes: That old nob from Miranda 
Ambition: To move out of Helensburgh 
 
Cougs was in his second year with the mighty Dragons and he may find a spot next year. Took out the 
batting award and was a close runner-up to Michael Clarke for the Allan Border Medal at the Crown 
Casino in Melbourne a couple of months ago. The man can field and it doesn’t take a mincer to point 
out that he is a bit of a stud. I know I mentioned it last year but apart from Tubba, he’s probably the 
best sort in the team. 
 
ERIC ‘THE EEL’ GUILLY: 
 
Likes: The headband 
Dislikes: Communicating when running between the wickets 
Ambition: To become Miss Universe 
 
The Eel is starting to turn into a bit of a gun…Just starting though….so he’s still pretty bad, but he’s 
heading in the right direction. Had a decent all round year with about a hundred runs and about 15 
wickets. He’s already into the off-season training and should be a force next year, in the C3’s. 
 
PAUL ‘NATALIE’ O’REILLY: 
 
Likes: Johnno 
Dislikes: Ducks 
Ambition: To marry Johnno 
 
Old Nat improved heaps this year bagging plenty of wickets and ending up with a fourfa’. He only got 
about 8 runs from 23 at bats but he tried his best. He got engaged this year…..to Johnno…See you next 
season, or when I pick you up for Uni on Wednesday. 
 
RYAN ‘TUBBA’ SALAKAS: 
 
Likes: Supporting scumbags 
Dislikes: Pride 
Ambition: To string two decent seasons together 
 
After scoring 350 runs last year, expectations were high for the big man, Tubba didn’t take long 
expelling all of those expectations from our head to answer that question…. Was last year a fluke? 
Maybe he fires every second year… He did take a few wickets and plenty of catches, one in his teeth. 
See you next year tiger! 
 
CLIVE ‘BEARDY’ BEARDOW: 
 
Likes: Beer 
Dislikes: Showers 
Ambition: Not to have to field 
 
Clivey was again one of our guns this year and had a good go, he failed miserably like most of the rest 
of us but had a good time doing it. His keenness to get out and have a field is 2nd to none. He doesn’t 
mind a warm beer and is looked up to all the boys in the team…See you again next season Clivey. 
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JONATHON ‘JOFF’ WRIGHT: 
 
Likes: Making a difference 
Dislikes: The scum of society 
Ambition: To not defend the law, but to be the law. 
 
The Joff man was a big buy this year, couldn’t bat or bowl but was a gun behind the stumps…taking 
about 213 catches for about 1 bye. All of this from a circus midget you wouldn’t expect but he fought 
through adversity, and threatened to sue us if we didn’t accept him. Last game he was one of the guns 
with the bat that helped us smash Marton so look out Gilly. 
 
 
DALLAS ‘TEX, GORDON, JEBADIAH’ BAIRD: 
 
Likes: Bowling on the pitch 
Dislikes: The other 5 balls in the over 
Ambition: To turn up on time 
 
Tex was our other Rookie this year and can bowl quick, he was Joff’s only test behind the stumps this 
year and took plenty of wickets….More games and he would’ve ended up with a truck load. He did 
pick up an award this year though… The DUCK AWARD, congrats Tex, prestigious award that! 
 
JEFF ‘GEOFF’ FIESS: 
 
Likes: One-eyed willy from ‘The Goonies’ 
Dislikes: Opposition 
Ambition: To hold on to a job 
 
Jeffrey was a top order bowler and a top order batsman, not that this means much cause he struggled a 
bit…not really, he was one of our best all rounders and killed it all year…well…he did in 1 or 2 games. 
I know you won’t see us but we’ll see you next year. 
 
ED ‘BULL’ BULLOCK: 
 
Likes: The Shack 
Dislikes: His shoulder and his back 
Ambition: To make a comeback 
 
A combination of injuries and hard work kept Bull out for most of the season but was an inspiration 
when he did play for us this year, averaging 0.00 with the bat. Better be back soon Bullpit! 
 
DAVID ‘MAN CHILD’ McMILLAN; 
 
Likes: All you lovely ladies 
Dislikes: forgetting his wristbands 
Ambition: To play three games of cricket in 1 day 
 
Man Child was an asset to the team this year, he’d play 16’s all morning then come in and fill in for us 
every week. Thanks for your help mate, you’re always welcome in our team. 
 
Great season boys, 
Robbie Knight. 
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B4 TEAM REPORT  Sponsored by: VIDEO EZY ENGADINE 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Brett Martin  
    BOWLER:   Brett Martin 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Brett Martin 
     
 

UNDEFEATED MINOR PREMIERS & PREMIERS 
 
THE TEAM: - Stuart Slack (Capt), Dylan Andrews, Simon Andrews, Neil Birnie, James Bills, 

Stuart Brandman, Robert Dumbrell, Mitchell Durie, Greg Herne, Adam Logan, Brett 
Martin, Luke Reidphillip, Matthew Sambuco, Brendan Smith, Rob Smith & Cameron 
Turner. 

 
This B4 team was made up of experience and youth as well as the odd stripper. There was a blend of 
last years 16A premiership winning team, players making their comeback after a few years absents and 
blokes just looking for a competition win. The 5 16A players from last season were obviously in their 
first season of senior cricket and looking to make a mark from the out set. Another player Brett Martin 
was on the comeback trail after crippling injuries almost ruined his career. It was a meeting between 
the skipper Stu and Marto at the tradies last August about 230am on a Sunday morning with plenty 
under the belt, which got Marto to rejoin the club. He was looking for a chance but the only problem 
would be fitting him under the salary cap. Somehow we got him under and he was at training ready for 
a big year.  
 
We had 15 players in the squad and if all were available every week it would be difficult leaving 4 out. 
But as we know with men’s cricket and the experience I’ve had over the years very rarely would that 
happen. That’s the way it panned out and there were only a few games where I had to leave more than 
2 out. 
 
Getting on to the start of the season our discussions revolved around everyone having fun but we also 
new that we had the team to win the comp it was a matter of each individual performing and not relying 
on anyone else to do the job. As a captain I am very competitive and play to win at all costs I also get 
extreme pleasure out of seeing my team mates do well, a smile on there face puts a smile on mine. 
There were some outstanding performances during the season none better than Marto who including 
the Final took an astonishing 44 wickets and 245 with the bat, what a pick up he was from the tradies. 
Young Adam Logan had a great debut season scoring his first century making 109 against Caringbah 
and picking up 16 wickets to go with that. I would be here forever if I went through all the good 
performances but everyone contributed to the team in one way or another. Our depth was the best I 
have seen, every time we were missing players we always had backup and that provided other guys 
with an opportunity, which they took with both hands. That was the catalyst in winning the premiership 
along with everyone playing as a team. We went through the preliminary rounds undefeated and then 
had a bye in the last round before the final, it was the longest 2 weeks of our lives. The day finally 
arrived we were playing Gymea at Gwawley Nth. We won the toss and batted in overcast conditions 
with myself deciding to take the responsibility and open the batting, something I hadn’t done all 
season. The conditions made it hard to score runs and their opening bowler was quite useful. At drinks 
we were 9/70 with Marto and Thommo at the crease not exactly in a commanding position. Earlier I 
made 43 and at one stage we where 5/43 with myself on 39, I thought I should put that in there seeing it 
was one of my only highlights all year. Moving on we were all out for 98 with Marto ending on 36no, 
which was a great effort. At stumps they were 2/47. 
 
Day 2 the attitude and body language from our boys was all good knowing we could still win having 
bowled them out for 46 and 109 in previous matches. We had plans for each batsman and to make it 
simple it was just to pitch the ball up and they will make a mistake as they thrived on anything short. 
Well after some great spells of bowling and terrific fielding we bowled them out for 94. That was very 
satisfying to me to see all the boys happy after such a great win. 
 
One last thing before I move on as you all know their can only be 11 players on the team and us having 
15 made it an extremely difficult decision to leave 4 players out of the final. Those boys that missed out 
didn’t really deserve to as did anyone, but at the end of the day a decision had to be made and it was 
one that still doesn’t sit easy with me and I will always feel for those boys, it wouldn’t have mattered 
who it was. Great year boys.  
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Below is a short summary of each player’s season and one they should all be proud of: - 
 
STUART SLACK: After 2 seasons out through injury I was looking forward to the challenge of 
captaining such a talented team. My own personal ambitions were to perform as well as my back would 
let me, and to be honest it wasn’t to bad throughout the year. I was unable to bowl too much due to 
doctor’s orders but come the final I just couldn’t resist. I would have broken my back to get the team 
over the line that’s how much these blokes meant to me. 
 
CAMERON TURNER: Cam was coming off a big year last season in captaining the 16as to 
premiership glory and a record 3 comps in a row. His leadership last season clearly helped his 
performances in all aspects of the game. Cam is a very likeable lad and was very popular amongst his 
peers. His assistance this season was first class and something I very much appreciated especially in the 
difficult situations of a match. 
 
ROBERT DUMBRELL: Rob was another member of the 16s from last season who performed well. 
You could always guarantee 100% effort from him no matter what it was. Early on it was Robs batting 
that stood out with some indispensable innings right when the team needed it, which was fantastic. His 
keeping throughout the season was good. I have a tremendous amount of admiration for Rob he is 
definitely a good team player and always wanting what is best for the team. 
  
ADAM LOGAN: Adams first season in men’s cricket was outstanding it seemed as though he had 
been around for years. A 16a player from last year and the success he had, he certainly carried that 
through to this season scoring his maiden century with 109 against Caringbah. Adam has certainly 
matured as a cricketer over the last couple of years and his results prove that. His bowling was terrific 
picking up 16 wickets along with his 197 runs with the bat. 
 
MATT SAMBUCO: Matt was an absolute work horse when it came to both training and the game he 
always wanted to be involved which was great to see. His enthusiasm out in the field certainly rubbed 
off on all the players and Matty didn’t leave anything behind that’s for sure. Sambo was also a 16s 
player from last year and took the next step up quite well. Taking just under 20 wickets was a great 
reward for the hard work he put in. And who can forget that dummy spit at the Tip Site where Matt 
threw the ball at the stumps from about a meter away and sconed the umpire in the shin. That was just 
brilliant. Good year Sambo 
 
DYLAN ANDREWS: Dylan was also playing his first season in men’s cricket after a successful year 
last season which saw him really mature as a player. After opening the batting early on in the year he 
looks to be more at home in the middle order where he can play his shots more fluently. Dylan was 
solid in the field, and when given the opportunity with the gloves he certainly didn’t let anyone down. 
 
SIMON ANDREWS: Simon’s season was exceptional seeing he had a few years out of the game. He 
was one of our most consistent players during the season with some good all round cricket. Dizzy’s 
batting was exceptional at times coming up with match winning innings right when the team needed it. 
Watching him play reminded me a lot of Mark Waugh and how easy he made things look. Dizzy was 
also more than useful with the ball having a good change of pace and picking up some crucial wickets 
along the way. 
 
NEIL BIRNIE: Thommo was the heart and sole of this team. Time and time again he threw himself 
around in the field took diving catches and created runout opportunities. Whenever there was not a lot 
happening out in the field it would take a good piece of fielding from Thommo to ignite the team. He 
made a brilliant 77no at box road, which was a good reward for all his efforts. The nickname Thommo 
comes from that slinging action of his that looks so much like the great Jeff Thomson. The season 
highlight of Thommo was definitely that streak through Sussex Inlet that was so unexpected. It came 
after he had about a thousand cans, he obviously felt rather warm in the clothes he was wearing.   
 
BRETT MARTIN: I don’t have a lot of time to get this report done, but believe me with this lads 
performance its worth putting on the back page of the telegraph. So I will leave that to News Ltd to 
look after. Marto would like to think he was the best sort in the team which he may well have been but 
he didn’t exactly have stiff competition, except for the captain and one or two others. Brett was 
definitely the bowler all batsmen feared and more often than not their pants were already stained on 
approach to the crease. Marto captured 40 wickets and also took the honours with the bat scoring 209 
for the year. Well done.  
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STUART BRANDMAN: The last time Stu played for the Dragons was about 3 years ago in the 
16As. That season he was talked about as being the best fieldsman in the shire and I tell you what 3 
years on he certainly hasn’t lost anything. Stuie has an outstandingly athletic build much like his 
captain and that enabled him to move sharply in the field. His batting took a while to get going but we 
did see glimpses of him at his best. Stu thought he was the world’s best off spinner and was constantly 
asking for a bowl. Most of the time I had to decline simply because our other bowlers were getting 
more turn than he was. 
 
MITCH DURIE: Mitch (Jamie) Durie had a fine season. He very rarely strung 2 games together in a 
row, which halted his momentum, somewhat. His strike rate with the ball was superb he took 15 
wickets and bowled only 42 overs. One thing I did notice with Jamie was that he never really wore a 
hat in the field because the hair would have got messed up. He often went through a tub of gel per 
match. 
 
GREG HERNE: I never had the privilege of knowing Herney before this season and I regret that 
because he is an outstanding individual who I admire greatly. His performance and effort in all matches 
throughout the year was 2nd to none. Reminds me a lot of Steve Waugh in the way he plays the game 
and actually looks like him a bit to. He took some outstanding catches this season with one hand, which 
was out of the Jonty Rhodes era. Herney actually ended the year with the best batting average of 75 
after only being dismissed once in a handful of knocks. Boy he hasn’t let us forget it either. 
 
ROB SMITH: As soon as I met Rob I thought he was a good bloke. That was until I found out he 
supported the roosters. So for obvious reasons I changed my mind about him quick smart. Throughout 
the season I copped so much crap from him consistantly giving me smart remarks when the other 
blokes would just obey my instructions. I put the behaviour down to losing the Grand Final last year to 
the Bulldogs after the Roosters were in such a commanding position. I confronted him with my 
thoughts and he agreed and soon apologized whilst shedding a tear. From then on everything was 
sweet. His performance on field was great consistently getting single digit scores, which helped the 
money tin. Scored a great 87 first match with some demoralizing shots. Took some corkers in the slips 
and bowled a good couple of overs before tearing a side muscle. Good year mate I love ya. 
 
BRENDAN SMITH: Brendo had an outstanding year in between baking bread and drinking alcohol. 
Batted well when given an opportunity with a great 10 at box road to move us to a total of 309 that day 
and was also part of a 30 run partnership. Tried hard in the field pulling off some great stops with pure 
technique. His bowling was quick at times, which often hurried the batsman’s shot.  
 
LUKE REID-PHILLIP: Luke was a product from Stanwell Park and was brought to us by fellow 
teammate Stu Brandman. He arrived at the club with high expectations. We were informed that he 
would never miss a game along with being a defensive batsman that didn’t play many shots. Well he 
certainly backed up or should I say backed off he played 4 games and couldn’t block a ball if he tried. 
Know to be honest he performed well in the games he played, didn’t have a batting average funny 
enough simply because he was never out. Scored a half-century along the way smashing the bowlers 
everywhere. Well done. 
 
Stu Slack. 
 
 
B6 TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Troy Clifford  
    BOWLER:   Chris Nelson 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Chris Nelson (Capt), Matthew Brandley, Dane Brown, Colin Chappelow, Troy 

Clifford, Tim Greenway, Cameron Harte, Nicholas Hayes, Michael Lavallee, John 
Lovett, Chris Moreland, Anthony Wilcanes & Alan Wood.  

 
 

No report submitted 
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B8 TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Paul Dixon  
    BOWLER:   Paul Dixon 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Paul Dixon 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Allan Lofthouse (Capt), Kevin Bryan, Evan Deacon, Michael 

Dixon, Paul Dixon, Sam Dixon, David Ince, Peter Ince, Paul 
Marsh, Matthew Newman, Sunil Patel, Jonathon Rout, Nathan 
Sargent, Chris Ward & Bill Ziegler.   

 
In a season that promised so much, but unfortunately, delivered some disappointing 
results, that, with a bit more resolve with the bat, could have seen the B8’s in the 
final, it still turned out to be a most enjoyable season of cricket. 
 
We needed to win the last game outright and only failed by 5 runs that would have 
had us on 70 points and enough to reach the final. 
 
The revelation of the season was Paul Dixon who achieved the amazing figures of 353 
runs @ 25.214 with the only 2 half centuries (91 & 88) posted by the team and 44 
wickets @ 9.72 to top the bowling. He also snared 7 catches also to round off a pretty 
good season.  Sam Dixon with 33 wickets @ 11.12 and Reece Peninton with 21 
wickets @ 13 were the only other bowlers to crack 20 wickets. However, it was the 
batting that let the team down with Paul the only player to break the 200 barrier and 
Bill Ziegler (166) and Chris Ward (153) the only others to achieve more than 100 
aggregate. 
 
Both Sam and Reece managed the award winning 7 for in an innings with Sam 7-31 
in the first game and Reece 7-22 in the last game, but, Mr. Consistent, Paul managed 
5 for on 3 occasions in his very successful season. 
 
All in all with 1 outright win, 5 1st inning wins, 1 won 1st inning lost outright, 1 lost 
outright, 4 loss 1st innings, 2 duty rounds and captains points to finish on 66 points we 
managed a very creditable 4th in a competition where the top 2 teams were probably 
too lowly graded in B8’s, but then again if we were good enough we would have been 
there. 
 
I would like to thank the team for their efforts in the fun way they conducted 
themselves throughout the season with special mention going to Bill Ziegler and 
Kevin Bryan for the maximum support they afforded me in every game, it was most 
appreciated. 
 
Special mention also to both my wife and trusty scorer and also to Katie for both 
moral support to the team and with the kit when needed and also a big thanks must go 
to Kirby Ann Marsh for her fielding effort in the last game and for her moral support 
when present. 
 
Allan Lofthouse. 
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B9 TEAM REPORT 
 
AWARD WINNERS - BATSMAN:   Tim Russell  
    BOWLER:   Stuart Dibb 
    ALL ROUNDER:  Chris Jackson 
     
 
THE TEAM: - Tim Russell (Capt), Corey Davis, Bradley Dewar, Stuart Dibb, Dean Griffith, 

Andrew Hyde, Kenneth Hyde, Chris Jackson, Tim Jones, Stewart Lumsden, Kurt 
Mitchell, Mitchell Ryan, Sam Russell & Leighton Wright. 

 
A much improved season than last with 2 outright wins, 4 wins, 4 losses and 1 outright loss. Through 
out the season the boys overcame challenges and as a team I think we have all improved. For me it was 
the best season I think not only because we were winning some games but the group of people who are 
in the team. There were always people who backed me up and helped anyone who needed it. Even once 
the season had finished when a couple of us were in a car accident messages came through less than 12 
hours of it happening so I would like to say thanks to all the boys in the team I hope we are all back 
again next season. 
 
TIM RUSSELL: (Captain): Batting Award 
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 62 12 8 216 27.00 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 228 19.00 47 1 
 
STUART DIBB: (Bowling Award) Good year for Dibby picking up bowling award and only 15 runs 
off making all rounder. Being a young bloke he had lots of time at home on a Friday night (alone) 
thinking all about his cricket and some strategies with upcoming teams. A good person to have in the 
team to turn to if things weren’t going our way and with his right arm medium-slow bowling showed 
all of us its not pace but accuracy that’s needed. Dibby could also hold his own with the bat getting the 
team off to some good starts and being the sensible batter getting us through most of our allotted overs.  
   
Bowling  Overs Maidens  Wickets  Runs  Average  
 66.1 10 23 249 10.83 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 185 16.82 50 0 
 
CHRIS JACKSON: (All rounder) With the start Jacko had to this season with the ball it was 
unfortunate not to have taken the bowlers award, I blame his parents for going for there summer 
holiday to the most hottest place of them all… New Zealand not only did he miss the summer sunshine 
he missed a couple of games, which would have got him the extra 2 wickets he needed. For a couple of 
years now Jacko has looked like taking all the awards but just missed out by the smallest of margins, 
looking at the stats below I think you can be impressed with this shortened season and enjoy the fact 
you picked up the all-rounder award. 
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 86 10 21 249 11.86 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 204 22.67 47 1 
 
 
TIM JONES: What can I say about this bloke, his elegant Indian batting strokes and polite attitude to 
everything he does makes him someone you just want in your team. This soon to be Doctor can also 
add having the highest score in the team in his bag of amazing stats with his unbeaten 65. The season 
probably didn’t end to his liking with his RSL job hounding his social life but to his credit he never 
complained once and was always their watching when he could.  
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Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 14 0 4 72 18.00 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 107 17.83 65* 1 
 
MITCH RYAN: Unfortunately this was a season hampered by injury after breaking his thumb in 
keeper but on the few occasions he batted you could see the talent this kid has. Hope next year is a 
better one for you and sorry about the thumb.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 - - - - - 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 28 4.67 9 1 
 
ANDREW HYDE: The usual season for Hydey, scoring runs and taking wickets but this year he 
added keeping to his encyclopaedia of skills. The times he wasn’t keeping he had the ball in his arm 
bowling medium pace or leg spin extremely well. Although he didn’t score enough runs or take enough 
wickets to get the award he is still one of the all rounders of the team.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 29 0 8 127 15.88 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 135 12.27 48 0 
 
BRADLEY DEWAR: Has to be the biggest hitter in the b9’s comp smashing blokes everywhere 
around the fields and surrounding homes. Opening the season with his first 50 (55) and knocking up his 
second in round 2 (63) Beltor was on his way to a big total this season but unfortunately it wasn’t to be. 
On many occasions this lad changed the way the game was going turning a losing situation into a 
winner in the smallest amount of overs. Although he didn’t get a bowl he never whinged to me (or 
others) about it and just kept playing the game with his mates.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 - - - - - 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 198 22.00 63 3 
 
STEW LUMSDEN: Turned into a part timer this year but still has the stats to prove he is one of the 
best leg spinners in the shire and when he isn’t bowling leggies he is hitting batters in the head with he 
Brett Lee like deliveries. To many naps on the side prevented to many runs to be scored but still 
showed he could swing the willow. Stew is one of the most entertaining people on the cricket field I 
don’t know if its boredom or just him but he could always keep the team laughing.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 54.1 11 14 187 13.36 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 99 11.00 43 1 
 
KEN HYDE: I just don’t what to say about Ken, like his brother he is an awesome all rounder and was 
also an entertainer on and off the field. He told us that he hasn’t had a coach/captain who backs his off 
spinners but now u do. The amount of flight applied to that cricket ball was one of the reasons why so 
many catches were taken off these superb bowls. Also a campaigner for Water Australia halting the 
oriental waste of water up at Casaurina. 
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 37 2 12 173 14.41 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 91 8.27 17 0 
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SAM RUSSELL: Still meant to be playing in the 16’s but proved he could play men’s. On many 
occasions taking the new ball with success and was gradually moved up the order to number three were 
he scored his high score of 61. Reliable in the field taking some good catches and always preventing 
runs with his enthusiasm. 
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 50 2 9 183 20.33 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 145 16.11 61 2 
 
DEAN GRIFFITH: Deano Deano Deano what can I say about you. Was mainly always good on the 
field and if he wasn’t u new he was still drunk from the night before. His deadly bowling action and the 
use of the yorker meant important wickets always fell. Deano was one of the more spirited cricketers, 
which was great to have. Helping lift spirits and just never giving up. Great in the field as usual but that 
just the norm now with Deano, hope to see you next year.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 56 8 12 181 15.08 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 37 4.63 16 2 
 
LEIGHTON WRIGHT: Leighton has natural skills when it comes to fielding. Well so would all of us 
if we had buckets as hands. Leighton was one of the friendliest people in the team and never was mean 
to anyone. Whist not batting he showed us his ambitions of being a clown juggling anything he could. 
Unlike his mate Matt Bryan (who I no will read this) he didn’t need to just dump his team to hunt for a 
trophy ☺ and by the way “Milo” Brads still after you. 
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 - - - - - 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 29 5.80 9 0 
 
COREY DAVIS: An addition to the team who hopefully enjoyed his time with us. Corey improved his 
fielding throughout the season and was unfortunate to not score a run all season but had five 0*. 
  
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 1 0 0 5 - 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 0 - 0* 5 
 
KURT MITCHELL: Another addition who quietly made mates with the team. Picked up a wicket this 
year and was unlucky that the team was just packed with bowlers because the bowls on the spot most 
times. Kurt also hit a few runs this season and I hope had fun through out the year.  
 
Bowling Overs  Maidens Wickets  Runs  Average  
 3 0 1 12 12.00 
 
Batting Total Average High Score Not outs 
 5 1.254 2 4 
 
Tim Russell. 
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